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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler is a portable device developed by GRI to measure emission rates from 

individual leaking equipment components. It provides very accurate measurements (i.e., to 

within ±10 to 15 percent) with minimal effort, facilitates the use of simplified screening 

techniques resulting in reduced leak-detection costs, and perhaps most importantly, it provides 

the type and quality of information needed to properly evaluate and prioritize individual repair 

opportunities. The technology has proven to be a useful tool in the control of fugitive emissions 

at gas transmission facilities in both the U.S. and Canada. The benefits achieved through reduced 

methane losses have consistently justified the cost of applying the technology. The current study 

has been undertaken to evaluate the benefits of applying the technology at upstream gas 

production and processing facilities. The uncertainty is primarily related to potential sectorial 

differences in average leak rates, frequencies, repair costs, economies of scale, and the overall 

economics of the available repair opportunities.  

 

To evaluate the merits of conducting leak detection and repair programs enhanced by use of the 

Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler at upstream gas facilities, a demonstration program was conducted at two 

sites: a large gas-gathering compressor station, and a deep-cut liquids extraction plant. Both of 

these are sweet facilities located in northern Alberta.  The work at the first site was conducted 

during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 by Indaco Air Quality Services, Inc. The 

second site was surveyed by Clearstone Engineering Ltd during the period of October 3 to 8, 

1999.  

 

While the primary focus was on fugitive equipment leaks and the use of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler 

to help identify cost-effective repair opportunities, an effort was also made to generally identify 

and evaluate all potential methane control opportunities at the selected sites. This included 

determining emission rates from vents using direct measurement techniques.  Additionally, flare 

rates at one site were determined through a combination of measurement and estimation 

techniques. All cost/price data presented throughout this report are expressed in Canadian 

dollars. 

 

Total gas losses determined for the two facilities amount to 2 997 x 10
3
 m

3
/y or $0.318 million 

dollars annually based on a gas price of $2.80/GJ (i.e., 47 percent by the compressor station and 

53 percent by the extraction plant). It is estimated that approximately 90 percent of these 

emissions would be economical to control, and the avoided losses would have a net present value 

of 1.41 million dollars. Venting and flaring control opportunities contributed the majority of the 

economical-to-reduce gas losses at both facilities (i.e., 98 and 99 percent, respectively), with the 

rest coming from leak control opportunities. The low contribution due to fugitive equipment 

leaks reflects the fact both facilities were relatively tight; they had average leak rates generally 

well below the corresponding industry averages. 

  

Typically, the majority of the methane emissions at gas facilities are contributed by only a few 

significant leakers, not all large leakers are cost-effective to repair, and the probability of finding 
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an economical repair or control opportunity increases with the number of sources surveyed. The 

results of the current work indicate that sufficient cost-effective control opportunities exist to 

justify a formal emission survey at compressor stations and larger facilities. The opportunities 

from fugitive equipment leaks alone, however, did not justify the costs of these surveys. A more 

comprehensive program that considers fugitive equipment leaks, process venting, flaring and the 

performance of combustion equipment is recommended. For the portion directed at fugitive 

equipment leaks, it has been shown that the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler is a practical and efficient 

method of evaluating the identified leak repair opportunities. Moreover, with proper calibrations, 

the unit can be applied to gas streams of varying compositions, and to non-methane organic 

vapour streams including LPGs. Procedures for conducting these calibrations are presented 

herein. 

 

While any economical-to-repair leaking components detected should be fixed, average leaker 

emission rates based on combined data from both test sites suggest that the most cost effective 

approach would be to generally focus on the following types of components:  
 

 block and control valves, 

 pressure relief valves, 

 regulators, 

 flange connections 

 compressor seals, and 

 compressor valve stems and valve caps. 
 

Normally, flange connections would not be a key contributor at gas facilities. Their relative importance 

here is considered to be an anomaly and is not expected to prevail if more sites are tested. 

 

It should be noted that the accuracy of accounting meters at gas production and processing facilities is 

typically 0.2 percent of value under perfect conditions, while the amount of natural gas losses as a percent 

of facility throughput is often less than this value. Statistically, the uncertainty in flow measurements will 

decrease as the values are aggregated over time due to a cancelling effect of the random noise in the data. 

Consequently, even though instantaneous flow measurements may not be accurate enough to detect the 

impact of loss reduction efforts, the long-term impact of such efforts does produce a measurable increase 

in sales.  
 

The site-specific results are presented below. 

 

Site 1 - Compressor Station 

 

This facility comprised 5 reciprocating compressors, a dehydrator, 2 electric power generators 

and a produced-water handling system. There were a total of 1657 equipment components (e.g., 

valves, flanges, compressor seals, relief valves, etc.) in gas service at the site. Of these 

components, only 2.9 percent were leaking, and of the leakers, only 49 percent were determined 

to be economical to repair based on a requirement of a positive net present benefit. Other criteria 

(e.g., a maximum payout period or a minimum required rate of return) may decrease the 

percentage of leakers deemed to be economical to repair. 
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The major source of methane emissions at the site proved to be from the use of natural gas as the 

supply medium for all the pneumatic instruments (49 percent), followed by fugitive equipment 

leaks (43 percent), and measured venting by the glycol dehydrator (7 percent). Methane losses 

represent only 32 percent of total CO2-equivalent GHG emissions at the site. Most of the total 

GHG emissions (68 percent) are due to fuel consumption by the compressor engines and power 

generators. 

 

A cost-benefit analysis of each identified control opportunity indicates that up to 89 percent of 

the identified methane losses (i.e., up to 1260 x 10
3
 m

3
/y valued at $133 500/y) could be 

eliminated at no net cost and the payout period for many of the key actions would often be less 

than 1 year. For simplification purposes, this analysis excluded the costs of finding the available 

control opportunities and the mobilization/demobilization costs for the selected control actions 

since these would be relatively small on a per-component basis for most reasonable sized-

application.  

 

Implementing all cost-effective opportunities would reduce total GHG emissions at the site by 28 

percent and yield a net present savings of $635 620. 

 

The primary cost-effective control opportunities identified at the site are as follows: 

 

 Installation of an air compressor to displace the use of fuel gas as the supply medium for 

all gas operated devices – this would have a capital cost of $54,700 and result in a net 

benefit of $38 100 per year (8.991 kt CO2E reduction per year). The estimated payout 

period is 8 months. 

 Installation of a larger boot or slug catcher on the produced water tank to reduce process 

gas carry-through – this would have a capital cost of $75,000 and result in a net benefit of 

$24,860 per year (6.51 kt CO2E reduction per year). The estimated payout period is 1.2 

years. 

 

While not always the case (i.e., based on unpublished findings from similar comprehensive 

surveys conducted at 13 other upstream oil and gas facilities in Canada), focusing on only 

fugitive equipment leaks at this facility would not have identified sufficient control opportunities 

to justify the total costs of the program. 

  

Site 2 - Deep-Cut NGL Extraction Plant 
  
This facility comprised 2 inlet reciprocating compressor units, 3 shallow-cut extraction trains 

complete with molecular sieve dehydration units, 1 deep-cut extraction train, and an LPG and 

condensate storage facility. There were a total of 17 085 equipment components (e.g., valves, 

flanges, compressor seals, relief valves, etc) in hydrocarbon gas service at the site. Of these 

components only 2.0 percent were leaking, and of the leakers, only 47 percent were determined 

to be economical to repair (i.e., result in a positive net present benefit).  The emission factors 

developed from the measurement results are all well below the corresponding industry average 

values published for fugitive equipment leaks, with the exception of the emission factor for 
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compressor seals (CAPP, 1999).  Additionally, the total fugitive emissions determined for the 

facility are 55 percent lower than the values that would have been predicted using published 

average emission factors.  In contrast, the total fugitive emissions were 47 percent larger than 

would have been predicted using the leak rate correlation approach (U.S. EPA, 1995) for all 

leakers, and no-leak emission factors (CAPP, 1992) for the remaining components. 

 

The major source of hydrocarbon loss at the site is the residual flare rates by the emergency flare 

systems (i.e., purge gas plus leakage into the flare systems) (73 percent), leakage from the 

compressor rod packings (7 percent), and leakage from the switching valves on the molecular 

sieve units (2.2 percent). The rest of the emissions are from miscellaneous fugitive equipment 

leaks. Compressed air is used as the supply medium for all gas-operated instruments and devices 

so there were no methane emissions from these items. Overall, hydrocarbon losses represent only 

9 percent of total CO2-equivalent GHG emissions at the site. Most of the total GHG emissions 

(89 percent) are due to fuel consumption at the facility. 

  

A cost-benefit analysis of each identified control opportunity (excluding the costs of finding 

these opportunities and the mobilization/demobilization costs for the selected control actions) 

indicate that up to 90 percent of the identified hydrocarbon losses (i.e., up to 1423 x 10
3
 m

3
/y or 

$150 800/y) could be eliminated at no net cost. This would reduce total GHG emissions at the 

site by 8 percent and yield a net present savings of $894 910. The payout period would generally 

be less that 1 year for most of the key cost-effective control options. 

 

The primary cost-effective control opportunities identified at the site are as follows: 

 

 Installation of a flare gas recovery system – this would have an estimated capital cost of 

$99 500 and result in a net benefit of $87 720 per year (2.972 kt CO2E reduction per 

year). The estimated payout period is 11 months. 

 Repair of the leaking compressor seals – this would have a cost of $6 500 and result in a 

net benefit of $3,760 per year (1.425 kt CO2E reduction per year). The estimated payout 

period is 7 months. 

 

As was the case for Site 1, to have conducted an emissions survey focused only on fugitive 

equipment leaks would not have identified sufficient control opportunities to justify the total 

costs of identifying and implementing the identified control opportunities. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

This report presents the details and results of a study conducted to evaluate the use of GRI’s 

patented Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler technology at selected upstream gas facilities in Canada. All 

cost/price data presented throughout this report are expressed in Canadian dollars. 

 

The Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler is a portable device developed to accurately measure leak rates from 

individual equipment components at a reasonable cost. The results allow companies to identify 

and prioritize all cost-effective repair opportunities in an objective manner, and facilitate the use 

of simplified screening methods compared to U.S. EPA’s Method 21. The U.S. experience has 

been that many components identified as leakers based on current regulatory definitions (i.e., a 

screening value of 10 000 ppm or more) are actually uneconomical to repair and do not 

contribute significantly to total fugitive emissions. Typically, the majority of the emissions from 

fugitive equipment leaks are contributed by only a few large leaks.   

 

The alternatives to using the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler include conventional bagging techniques, 

which tend to be cumbersome, time-consuming and more costly to perform, or the application of 

leak-rate correlations to screening values, which gives unacceptable accuracies (i.e., ± two orders 

of magnitude on an individual-component basis versus ±10 to 15 percent for the Hi-Flow
TM

 

Sampler).  

 

The basic aim of this study is to both demonstrate use of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler technology at 

upstream gas facilities, and to assess the potential savings that may result from the application of 

leak detection and repair programs enhanced by this technology. Notwithstanding this, each site 

survey was treated as an opportunity to identify other economical opportunities to reduce 

methane emissions. Accordingly, opportunities to reduce venting and flaring emissions also were 

considered. 

 

Section 2 provides a detailed discussion of the procedures used to survey each selected site, and 

to process the compiled information. This includes a discussion of the basis for all cost estimates. 

The results of the study are presented in Section 3. The following information is presented for 

each site: 

 

 an inventory of total methane and CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions, 

 a listing of the key emission reduction opportunities, and 

 a cost curve showing the incremental cost of progressive levels of emission reduction. 

 

The conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 4, and all references cited are 

listed in Section 5. Procedures developed for calibrating the Hi-Flow
TM

 for non-methane streams 

are presented in Appendix I. A detailed listing of all leaking equipment components at each site, 

sorted by emission rate and the net present value of repairs, is provided in Appendices II and III 

respectively. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 

 

The following sections provide a description of the sites selected for demonstrations of the Hi-

Flow
TM

 Sampler, and delineate the basic methodology used to identify and evaluate cost-

effective emission reduction opportunities. 

 

2.1 Site Selection 

 

Two facilities were selected by the project steering committee for demonstration of the Hi-

Flow
TM

 Sampler: 

 

 Site 1 - a multi-unit compressor station, and 

 Site 2 - a deep-cut liquids extraction plant. 

 

Both of these are sweet gas facilities located in northern Alberta, and would be generally 

characterized as medium-aged (Site 1 is less than 10 years old and Site 2 is less than 20 years 

old) and well maintained.  A detailed description of each site is provided in the subsections 

below.  

 

A key criterion in the selection of each site was the requirement for at least some compression 

facilities, since these tend to be leak prone and generally offer cost-effective repair opportunities. 

Additionally, larger facilities were chosen to allow a greater number of components to be 

surveyed within the available budget. Smaller facilities, particularly those that are not 

continuously manned, tend to be more leak prone but are more costly to survey on a per-

component basis due to the increased percentage contribution of mobilization and demobilization 

costs. By sampling only two facilities, the demonstration program represents only a spot check, 

rather than a statistical sampling, of the industry. 

 

A fixed level of effort was budgeted for each facility. This allowed for a complete survey of Site 

1, and the survey of over three-quarters of Site 2.  

2.1.1 Site 1 - Compressor Station 

 

The compressor station comprises 5 reciprocating compressors (two 1650 hp units installed in 

1988, a 1650 hp unit installed in 1990, a 1450 hp unit installed in 1998 and a 1650 hp booster 

compressor installed in 1997), 1 glycol dehydrator, 2 electric power generators and a produced-

water handling system. The inlet gas at the site is sweet, dry (i.e., contains very little heavier-

than-methane hydrocarbons) gas containing some free water. After removal of the free water, 

compression and dehydration, the gas is produced directly into a gas transmission system. 

Natural gas is used as the supply medium for at pneumatic instruments and gas-operated devices 

at the site. 
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The site was surveyed during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 by Indaco Air 

Quality Services, Inc. A second 1-day visit was made to the site in December 1999 to compile 

supplemental repair cost data. A component count conducted during the survey indicated a total 

of 1657 components in natural gas service. All of these components were screened for leaks. 

2.1.2 Site 2 - Deep-Cut NGL Extraction Plant 

 

The selected gas plant comprises 2 inlet reciprocating compressor units, 3 shallow-cut extraction 

trains complete with molecular sieve dehydration units, 1 deep-cut extraction train, and an LPG 

and condensate storage facility. The two shallow cut trains were installed approximately three 

years apart in the early 1980’s.  The trains are essentially identical, and share both a flare system 

and utility equipment.  Originally independent, the third shallow-cut train has been coupled with 

the deep-cut facility to produce natural gas liquids (NGLs) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).  

The third shallow-cut and deep-cut trains share a separate utility and flare system from the first 

two shallow-cut trains.   

 

The 2 reciprocating compressors, both powered by 2580 HP White Superior engines, provide 

compression to the inlet gas.  A Dresser-Clark 26,800 HP turbine-driven centrifugal compressor 

provides recompression in the deep-cut unit to natural gas from the de-methanizer tower.   

 

Instrument air is used throughout the site. 

 

The emissions survey at the plant was conducted during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999. A 

rigorous component count conducted during the survey indicated a total of 19,556 equipment 

components (e.g., valves, flanges, compressor seals, relief valves, etc) in hydrocarbon service. 

Approximately 70 percent of these components (or 80 percent of the components in fuel gas and 

process gas service) were screened for leaks during the campaign. 

 

All elevated vents and open-ended lines associated with the reciprocating compressor units were 

accessed using a manlift arranged for by the site personnel. There were a total of 11 vents and 

open-ended lines on the roof of the inlet compressor building. While 3 vents on the turbine 

compressor roof were measured with diaphragm meters, neither the compressor seal vent nor the 

start gas vent could be measured as they were both discharged into the turbine exhaust stack and 

therefore could not be safely accessed.  Thus, the estimated total fugitive emissions from the 

plant do not include these latter two sources. 

 

2.2 Emissions Survey 

 

The primary objective of the emissions survey was to evaluate the benefits of conducting an 

enhanced leak detection and repair program involving use of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler at upstream 

gas facilities. A secondary objective was to identify and evaluate other types of emission 

reduction opportunities to also determine merits of an expanded emissions survey aimed at 

identifying all cost-effective emission reduction opportunities. 
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Each survey comprised the following key elements: 

  

 Component screening, 

 Leak rate measurement using the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler or direct measurement 

techniques as appropriate, 

 Bagging of vents, 

 Determination of flaring rates,  

 Component counts, and 

 Determination of average emission factors. 

 

Although not included in the current work, another element to consider in any future such 

surveys is a diagnostics check of all combustion equipment to identify any inefficiencies that 

may be cost-effective to correct. 

2.2.1 Component Screening 

 

Process gas lines and fuel gas lines, along with a proportion of the lines in air service were 

screened for leaks.  Components in light liquid service were not screened due to their typically 

low percentage contribution to total emissions from fugitive equipment leaks at natural gas 

facilities, and their low average leak rates. Leak detection (or screening) was done using a 

combination of bubble tests with soap solution, shown in Figures 1 and 2, and the following 

three portable hydrocarbon gas analyzers: 

 

 GMI Gas Surveyor3 (equipped with a catalytic oxidation detector), 

 Bascom-Turner Gas Sentry CGI-211 (equipped with a dual catalytic 

oxidation/thermal conductivity detector), and 

 Foxboro TVA1000 (equipped with a flame ionization detector). 

 

The first two analyzers listed above are small, relatively inexpensive, devices as compared to the 

Foxboro TVA1000. Despite having somewhat slower response times, they performed quite 

adequately as leak detection devices, and because of their small size, were much less 

cumbersome to use than the TVA1000 (i.e., the Bascom-Turner unit is a lightweight handheld 

device while the TVA1000 is an over-the-shoulder device weighing 5.6 kg [12 lbs]). 

 

Bubble tests were used on the majority of components (including pipe threads, tubing 

connections and valves), since it was generally a faster screening technique. Components that 

could not be screened using bubble tests included any in high-temperature service, certain 

flanged connections and all open-ended lines. These were screened using gas detectors. A 

screening value of 10 000 ppm or greater was used as the leak definition for all components 

surveyed using a hydrocarbon analyzer. 

 

All identified leaking components (i.e., leakers) were tagged, and the specific source of leakage 

was noted on each tag. The emission rate from all leakers in hydrocarbon service was then 
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determined using the procedures described in Section 2.2.2. At Site 2, it was decided to also re-

screen all leakers in accordance with U.S. EPA's Method 21 to allow a later comparison between 

the measured emission rates and those that would be predicted by applying leak-rate correlations 

to the Method 21 screening results. The Foxboro TVA1000 was used for all Method 21 

screening measurements since it has been the preferred instrument for this approach in most 

recent studies. 

 

All leaker tags were left in place after the leak rate had been measured to alert plant personnel for 

follow-up action during any subsequent leak reduction program.   

 

The following information was recorded for each leaking component: 

 

 Component type, 

 Model or style of component, 

 Service, 

 Size, 

 Process unit, 

 Process stream, and (where practicable)  

 Process pressure and temperature. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Bubble tests on leaking orifice meter and leaking ball valve. 

2.2.2 Leak Rate Measurements 

 

The Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler was the primary method used to measure emission rates from leaking 

equipment components. Specific cases where the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler was not used included any 

components leaking at rates above the upper limit of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler  (i.e., above about 

14 m
3
/h for the current Hi-Flow

TM
 design) and most open-ended lines and vents.  Either bagging 
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or direct measurement techniques, as appropriate, were used in these cases and are discussed in 

Section 2.2.3. The following provides a brief description of GRI’s Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler.  

 

The Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler was developed by GRI as economical means of measuring the emission 

rate from individual leaking equipment components with sufficient accuracy to allow a proper 

cost-benefit analysis of each repair opportunity. Typically, almost all the emissions from fugitive 

equipment leaks at a gas facility are from a few significant leakers. To arbitrarily repair all 

components defined as leakers by the screening-value-based regulatory definition (i.e., a 

screening value of 10 000 ppm or greater), results in inefficient use of available control dollars. 

Many components defined as leakers in this manner are uneconomical to repair and do not 

contribute significantly to total site-wide fugitive emissions. To bag all leakers in order to 

differentiate between economical-to-repair and uneconomical-to-repair components would be 

expensive and therefore is not normally done (typically, 10 to 15 leak-rate measurements per 

hour can be performed using the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler compared to a value of only 2 per hour 

using bagging techniques). Furthermore, to compile Method 21 screening data for these 

components and then apply leak-rate correlations to the results does not provide sufficient 

accuracy for this purpose (the uncertainties in correlation predictions on an individual component 

basis are ± two orders of magnitude, compared to ±10 to 15 percent for Hi-Flow
TM

 and bagging 

techniques). Accordingly, the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler (shown in Figure 2) provides a practicable 

means of making objective repair decisions. The reliability and use of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler 

has been demonstrated in a number of studies (Howard et al., 1994; Lott et al., 1995).   

 

 

Figure 2.  GRI Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler 
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The operating principle of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler is simple – it uses a variable-rate induced-

flow sampling system to provide total capture of the emissions from a leaking component. An 

assortment of specially designed attachments is provided for use as needed to ensure total 

emissions capture on large components, or to help prevent interference from other nearby 

sources.  A dual catalytic oxidation/thermal conductivity detector, inserted directly in to the main 

sample line within the Hi-Flow
TM

, is used to measure hydrocarbon concentrations in the captured 

air stream ranging from 0.05 to 100 percent.  A background sample line and detector allows the 

sample readings to be corrected for ambient gas concentrations, which is particularly important 

in buildings and confined areas.  A hot wire anemometer, also inserted directly into the main 

sample line, monitors the mass flow rate of the sample air-hydrocarbon gas mixture.  The 

instrument is intrinsically safe and is equipped with a grounding wire to dissipate any static 

charge that may build-up as air passes through the tubing.   

 

The battery-operated fan in the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler can generate a maximum sampling velocity 

of approximately 426 m/s (1400 ft/s), which corresponds to a maximum leak rate measurement 

capacity of roughly 17 m
3
/h (9.9 scfm).  Increasing the sampling rate generally improves the leak 

capture efficiency up to the point of total capture. Increasing sampling rates beyond this point 

results in increased dilution of the emissions with ambient air. Excessive dilution may cause the 

pollutant concentration to either fall below the detection range of the sample detector or to 

decrease to background levels resulting in a zero reading. The sampling rate is adjusted manually 

using a backpressure valve mounted on the fan outlet.  For large leaks, the backpressure valve is 

left open; while for small leaks, the airflow rate is reduced so that the hydrocarbon concentration 

is within the range of the sample detector.  For the purposes of this study, leak-rate 

measurements on most components were taken at two capture flowrates to determine capture 

effectiveness, and the effect of air dilution on the measured leak rates. The calculated leak rates 

at both airflow rates were extremely close in most cases.  Often the two trials resulted in identical 

calculated leak rates. Nonetheless, for some leakers with large emission rates, the leak rate 

determined at the lower sampling rate was less than that calculated at the higher rate, indicating 

that the leaking gas was not completely captured. Similarly, for some low-emission-rate leakers, 

the high sampling rate resulted in zero readings. In both situations, the true emission rate was 

deemed to be the highest determined value. 

 

The sample and background hydrocarbon detectors in the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler were calibrated 

using methane onsite at the beginning of the campaign.  The detectors were zeroed using ambient 

air upwind of the plant, full scale was set using 100 percent methane and 2.5 percent methane in 

air was used as span gas.  Detector readings were checked periodically using calibration gas to 

ensure that no significant drift occurred.  Neither the detectors nor the hotwire anemometer were 

calibrated onsite for the NGL stream encountered at the deep-cut extraction plant, however, an 

extensive calibration procedure was undertaken shortly before and then afterward.  The Hi-

Flow
TM

 Sampler was calibrated by releasing known flowrates of methane into the sample inlet 

and comparing the leak rate measured by the Hi-Flow
TM

 to the actual gas release rate determined 

using a bubblometer and diaphragm meter.  A total of three correction factors are applied to the 

raw data collected.  Details of both the calibration procedure and the correction factors applied to 

the natural gas and NGL data are provided in Appendix I.   
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2.2.3 Measurement of Emissions from Vents and Open-Ended Lines 

 

The leak rate from certain open-ended lines and vents, from which the flow could be easily 

contained and passed through an appropriate flow-through measurement device (i.e., a precision 

turbine meter, diaphragm flow meter, or rotameter, depending on the flow rate), was determined 

by direct measurement. An additional approach applied on some sources was to simply measure 

the time required to fill a bag of known volume when placed over the end of a vent line. 

 

When measuring flows from vents, a distinction was made between continuous and intermittent 

vent systems. Emission from intermittent vents during inactive periods was defined as leakage. 

Emissions from continuous vent systems and intermittent vent systems during active periods 

were defined as venting emissions. Leakage from vents and open-ended lines was detected by 

screening using a hydrocarbon sensor. 

 

The flows from vents up to 12 inches in diameter were captured using a slip-on connection (i.e., 

a custom fabricated neoprene sheath).  The sheaths were easy to use and provided a reliable seal 

around the pipe.  Nylon insert fittings and clear PVC tubing were used to carry the vented gas 

from the sheath to the selected flow meter.  For safety reasons, non-metal components were 

selected.  Each flow measurement was typically averaged over a 10 to 20 minute time interval, 

depending on the rate and steadiness of the flow. 

 

A manlift was used to access elevated vents and open-ended lines located on the roofs of 

buildings.  

2.2.4 Determination of Residual Flaring Rates 

 

Except for acid gas flare systems, flaring rates normally are not metered at oil and gas facilities. 

Where suitably located ports were available on the flare system, an effort was made to either 

measure the flow velocity (on continuous flare systems only) and then determine the flare rate 

from this result based on the size of the line and the local flowing temperatures and pressures, or 

to measure the pressure drop between the flare tip and the sampling point and then calculate the 

flare rate required to produce this pressure drop. Where these approaches were not practicable, 

flows were back-calculated based on the actual flame size, gross heating value of the waste gas, 

flare-tip design, and the flame-size correlation presented by API (1990). The size of a flame was 

determined using digital photographs and scaling factors determined based on the known outside 

diameter of the stack. Photographic software was used to enlarge and enhance the photos to 

improve the accuracy of this procedure.  

 

The determination of flows in continuous flare systems allows a review of the economics 

associated with conserving this waste gas. The determination of residual flows for intermittent 

flare systems provides an indication of the combined purge gas flow rate and leakage rates into 

the flare system. To distinguish between purge gas flows and leakage, the minimum required 
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purge gas rate was calculated using the procedure presented by Stone et al. (1992), and 

subtracted from the total residual flare rate. The difference was then taken to be leakage or 

potentially avoidable gas loss. 

 

The flame length approach was ultimately used to estimate the flare rates at Site 2. There was not 

flare at Site 1, only a vent stack. For Site 2, the gross heating value of the flare gas from the 

shallow-cut trains was taken as that of the process gas, 41.0 MJ/m
3
, while the shallow/deep-cut 

train flare gas composition was assumed to be a mixture of 10 percent NGL and 90 percent 

natural gas resulting in a gross heating value of 45.3 MJ/m
3
.  The digital photographs of the two 

flares at Site 2 are shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3.  Shallow-cut and shallow/deep-cut flares at Site 2. 

2.2.5 Component Counts 

 

All component counts were prepared based on an actual walk-though inspection of each process 

unit at each site.  In developing these counts, each component was characterized according to 

their type, style, size, service, and application (i.e., the process stream and unit on which they are 

used). 

2.2.6 Development of Average Emission Factors 

 

To determine average emission factor for each type of component, the corresponding aggregated 

emissions were divided by the total components surveyed of that type. Where not all components 

were surveyed, a count of the population of components at the site was prepared and later used to 

estimate, by extrapolation, emissions from components not surveyed during the campaign. 
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2.3 Cost-Benefit Analysis 

 

Practicable opportunities for reducing emissions due to fugitive equipment leaks, process venting 

and flaring are identified and assessed for each site on a source-by-source basis. The results are 

used to develop a recommended strategy for performing emission surveys at these and other sites 

as a routine method for identifying cost-effective emission reduction opportunities. In developing 

an optimum emission survey strategy, it is assumed that any opportunities to economically repair 

or control a source will be implemented. To get the maximum return on control dollars spent, 

however, recommendations are developed for focusing efforts on those types of sources most 

mostly likely to offer such opportunities in sufficient numbers to justify the finding costs. 

 

The net cost/benefit of each identified control option is expressed in dollars per tonne of CO2-

equivalent emission reduction on an annual basis. The information and assumptions used in this 

analysis are summarized below. 

2.3.1 Cost Estimating 

 

Detection and control costs are assessed on an individual-source or per-component basis 

according to the actual costs once at the site. Mobilization, setup and demobilization charges by 

the various crews involved in finding and implementing control opportunities are assessed at the 

facility level based on the costs that would apply for an on-going program of this type. 

Accordingly, the basic costs to find economical control opportunities would be less than the cost 

of the current study due to reduced reporting requirements, elimination of research activities, and 

the potential to deploy less costly field crews. Targeting larger facilities and utilizing onsite 

personnel wherever possible may often offer the best cost efficiencies, provided this does result 

in increased staffing, which is not fully utilized 

 

The basic cost to repair or replace a leaking equipment component is estimated based on the type 

and size of the component, typical billing rates quoted by the applicable types of service 

providers (e.g., compressor maintenance and repair companies, and valve repair and servicing 

companies) and the estimated amount of labour and materials required. Where possible, both 

direct and indirect contributions to these costs are considered. Direct contributions are the actual 

costs for parts, onsite labour, equipment, tools and disbursements, and are summarized in 

Appendix IV.  Indirect contributions are losses in revenues due to any associated shutdowns or 

process interruptions required outside of normally scheduled facility turnarounds, and the value 

of any gas that is be vented or flared as part of the specified repair or replacement activity. 

 

The mobilization and demobilization costs include all preparation and travel time, vehicle 

charges, disbursements, time spent in orientation meetings, and initial setup and final takedown 

charges at the site. These costs will generally increase with the distance of the site from the 

available labour pools, and with the size and number of crews required. 
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The cost estimates for flare gas recovery are based on equipment and installation costs to 

recompress flare gas back into the plant inlet, as well as the estimated operating costs. These 

systems are sized to handle normal continuous flows. The incremental flow above the capacity of 

the recovery unit would continue on up the flare stack. 

2.3.2 Value of Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquid 

 

The value of avoided natural gas and natural gas liquid loss are both arbitrarily taken to be 

$3.00/Mscf or $155.55/10
3
m

3
, which corresponds to $2.80/GJ for natural gas. In comparison, the 

current average export price of natural gas is $2.65/GJ, and the average import price is $3.05/GJ 

(NEB, 1999). The current average prices charged to pipelines, commercial markets and end-

users for processed natural gas are $2.09/GJ, $2.48/GJ and $3.38/GJ, respectively (NEB, 1999). 

 

Overall, the actual value of avoided natural gas and non-methane hydrocarbon losses is very site-

specific and depends on many factors including the following: 

 

 Part of the system where emission reductions are achieved (for instance, gas conserved at 

the start of the gas system is less valuable than gas conserved after transportation costs 

have been incurred). 

 Local market pricing. 

 Impact of emission reductions on specific energy consumption, equipment life, 

workplace safety, and system operability, reliability and deliverability.  

 Contract terms. 

 Remoteness of the facility. 

 Applicable taxes and tax shields. 

2.3.3 Repair Life 

 

A leak, once repaired, will remain fixed for some finite period of time, and then will reoccur. 

The mean time between failures is dependent on the type, style and quality of the component, the 

demands of the specific application, component activity levels (e.g., number of valve operations) 

and maintenance practices at the site. Arbitrary estimates of the mean time between failures for 

each type of component are provided in Appendix IV. These values are very crude estimates and 

ultimately should be updated based on company maintenance experiences. In a formal leak 

detection and repair program, this type of information is tracked on an ongoing basis and is used 

to identify problem service applications and to evaluate the potential need for changes to 

component specifications and maintenance practices.  

2.3.4 Financial Discount Rate 

 

The discount rate and opportunity cost of equity in the upstream gas industry is arbitrarily taken 

to be 6 percent.  Typically, the discount rate increases in moving upstream through the industry 

in accordance with increasing financial risks. 
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In comparison, a non-redeemable guaranteed interest certificate (GIC) currently yields a 3.900 to 

4.450 percent rate of return for a 1-year term, and a 5.150 percent return for a 10-year GIC. The 

prime interest rate is presently 6.250 percent. Most oil and gas ventures are expected to yield 

better than bank interest to compensate for the added risk involved. 

2.3.5 Other Discount Rates 

 

In addition to the overall financial discount rate, further discount factors are applied to the 

relevant cost and revenue values for each control action to account for the applicable taxes and 

tax shields. These additional discount factors are summarized in Table 1 and are discussed 

below. Their values have been estimated based largely on discussions with Revenue Canada. 

 

Table 1.  Summary of account-specific discount rates used in developing the emission 

reduction cost curves. 

Account Discount Rates (%) 

Revenues (e.g., from avoided natural gas 

losses) 

33 

Capital Costs 24 

Operating Costs 40 

 

Federal and provincial tax laws require corporations to pay taxes on their income, but also allow 

certain deductions for reasonable capital and operating expenses incurred while doing business. 

The effects of these taxes and deductions are accounted for in the analysis by discounting 

operating costs by 40 percent, capital costs by 24 percent and revenue by 33 percent. This is 

done by applying the following multiplying factors, respectively: 0.60, 0.76, and 0.67. The 

derivation of these factors is provided below. The average federal and provincial tax rates are 

assumed to be 44.34 percent and 15.5 percent. Expenses and cash outflows are given a negative 

sign, and revenues or cash inflows are given a positive sign. 

 

Operating Cost 

 

 Operating Expenditure (OE) -1.0 OE 

 Tax Deduction = (0.4434) x (0.75) x (OE): +0.33 OE 

 Provincial Tax Rebate = (0.155) x (0.25) x (OE): +0.04 OE 

 -0.63 OE 

 

The net operating cost factor is rounded down to -0.60 as a conservative estimate. 
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Capital Cost 

 

 Capital Expenditures (CE) -1.0 CE 

 Present Value of the Tax Shield +0.24 CE 

 -0.76 CE 

 

The present value of the tax shield assumes the capital investment falls under Class 41 for tax 

purposes, with 25 percent declining balance and the half-year rule applied. The interpretation of 

the tax shield is that $1.00 of capital expense generates $0.24 of tax deduction on a present-value 

basis. The tax shield is calculated using the following formula: 

where: 

D = depreciation, 

T = effective tax rate, and 

i =  discount rate. 

 

The $0.24 in tax shields assumes write-offs are included for the total useful life of the asset. The 

after tax factor is reduced to -0.80 as only five years of write-offs are included. This is consistent 

with the payout period of five years that is typically expected of investments. 

 

Revenue 

 

 Revenue Received (RR): 1.00 RR 

 Income Tax Owing = (0.4434) x (0.75) x (RR): -0.33 RR 

 0.77 RR 

 

The assumptions here are the same as previous concerning tax rates and the treatment of present 

value.  

2.3.6 Inflation Rate 

 

An average inflation rate of 1.0 percent is assumed. In comparison, the average inflation rate 

reported by the Bank of Canada is 1.56 percent for 1998, 2.2 percent for the last 10 years, and 

5.24 percent for the last 25 years. 

2.3.7 Net Present Value (NPV) 

 

The net present value of each target control option is the present value of benefits minus the 

present value of costs. The analysis period in each case is the expected life of the control 

measure (e.g., the average repair life or mean time between leak occurrences). 
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2.3.8 Equalized Annual Value 

 

The equalized annual value of each control option is the total value of the option (after capital 

and operating costs) expressed as an equivalent series of equal annual payments spread over the 

life of the project. Negative values indicate a net cost. 

 

2.3.9 Value of GHG Reduction 

 

The value of a GHG emission reduction option is simply calculated as the equalized annual value 

divided by the average annual CO2-equivalent reduction. 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The following sections summarize the total amount of atmospheric emissions and cost-effective 

emission-reduction opportunities identified at each of the two test sites.  Tagged-component 

information and individual leak rates for all leaking components are presented in Appendices II 

and III.   

 

3.1 Overview of the Emissions 

 

To provide a convenient basis for comparison, the measured emissions at each site are expressed 

in terms of both the volumes and value of hydrocarbon gas lost, and on the amount of these 

emissions on a CO2-equivalent basis. The latter results are compared to total estimated GHG 

emissions at each site.   

3.1.1 Site 1 - Compressor Station 

 

Natural Gas Losses 

 

The results of the emissions survey conducted at the compressor station indicate losses of some 

1.42 x 10
6
 m

3
 of natural gas annually, worth an estimated $150 025.00/y based on a price of 

$2.80/GJ ($155.55/t).  As depicted in Figure 4, use of natural gas as the supply medium for gas-

operated instruments and devices was the major source of hydrocarbon emissions, contributing 

49 percent of the total. This was followed by gas carry-through to the produced water tank due to 

an undersized inlet water boot (36 percent), fugitive equipment leaks (8 percent) and venting of 

hydrocarbons via the still-column off-gas vent on the glycol dehydrator (7 percent). As detailed 

in Section 3.2.2, it is estimated that up to 90 percent of these losses would be economical to 

control. 

 

The measured volume of vented instrument gas was 702.4 x 10
3 

m
3
/y.  The value of these 

methane emissions is $74 410 annually based on a price of $2.80/GJ ($155.55/t).  The largest 

single source of vented instrument gas was a Sandpiper water transfer pump, which was 

determined to discharge natural at a rate of 566 l/min or 297.7 x 10
3 

m
3
 annually.  The five 

instrument panel vents and four skid instrument vents released gas at a combined rate of 328.4 x 

10
3 

m
3
/y, and the instrument dryer vent released an additional 72.5 x 10

3 
m

3
/y.  Various 

controller vents contributed a small amount (3.8 x 10
3 

m
3
/y) to the overall emissions from 

instrument gas. 

 

Natural gas venting from the thief hatch of the produced-water storage tank was the largest 

single source of emissions at the compressor station site, venting in excess of 509.0 x 10
3 
m

3
 

annually.  Emissions of hydrocarbon gas from the still-column off-gas vent on the glycol 

dehydrator amounts to 104.1 x 10
3 

m
3
/y. 
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Figure 4.  Relative distribution of methane emissions at the compressor  

station (Total = 1,416 x 10 
3 
 m 

3 
 ($150 025) per year). 

Instrument Venting 
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Non-Leaking Sources 
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Produced Water Tank Vent 
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GHG Emissions 

 

Based on the emission survey results and reported fuel gas consumption rates, it is estimated that 

55.20 kt of CO2-equivalent GHG emissions are emitted annually at the compressor station. This 

excludes any emissions due to emergency venting or flaring at the site. 

 

The percentage contribution of each source category to total GHG emissions is shown in Figure 

5.  Fuel combustion by the compressor engines contributes the greatest portion (68 percent). 

Process venting, including the produced water tank, still column off-gas from the glycol 

dehydrator, and use of natural gas as the supply medium for all gas operated devices contributes 

most of the rest (30 percent). Emissions from fugitive equipment leaks contribute only 2 percent 

of the total.  

 

It is estimated that the implementation of all cost-effective opportunities to reduce natural gas 

losses would reduce total GHG emissions at the site by 29.5 percent. 

 

Leak Statistics 
 

The top 10 leaking components accounted for roughly 71 percent of the total emissions from 

equipment leaks.  Table 2 provides a summary of the top leaking components identified at the 

compressor station.  As a group, leaking valve caps on the compressor cylinders accounted for 

35.4 x 10
3 

m
3
/y (38 percent) of the total fugitive emissions from the compressor station.  Leaking 

compressor seals accounted for an additional 32.47 x 10
3 

m
3
/y (35 percent).   

  
Table 2.  Summary of top 10 leakers identified at the compressor station.  

Location 

 

Component 

Type 

Emission 

 Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Value of  

Lost Gas  

($/y) 

Repair 

Cost 

($) 

Payout 

Period 

(y) 

NPV 

($) 

Engine 2, cylinder 4  Valve Cap 9.80 1037.86 300 0.2 574 

Engine 2, vent line Ball Valve 9.24 978.76 190 0.2 2497 

Engine 1, all cylinders Rod Packing 8.42 892.50 2000 1.7 -552 

Engine 1, cylinder 1  Valve Cap 8.20 869.10 300 0.3 451 

Engine 2, cylinder 2 Valve Cap 6.82 723.02 300 0.3 345 

Engine 3, cylinder 1 Valve Cap 6.07 643.54 300 0.4 287 

Engine 2, all cylinders Rod Packing 4.94 522.76 2000 3.0 -820 

Engine 1, cylinder 2 Distance Piece Vent 4.38 464.44 500 0.8 37 

Engine 3, cylinder 1 Valve Cap 4.34 459.58 300 0.5 154 

Outside booster building Pressure Regulator Vent 3.96 419.00 175 0.3 1254 

Total  66.18 7010.56 6065  4227 

 
NPV – Net Present Value 
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Figure 5.  Relative distribution of total GHG emissions at the compressor station 

(Total CO2E = 55.20 kt).
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Table 3.  Comparison, by type of component, of leak frequencies and average leaker 

emission rates at the compressor station with the corresponding industry 

average values. 

Component Type Leak Frequency Average Leaker Emission 

Rate (kg/component/h) 

Site Industry Site Industry 

Connectors 1.2 5.2 0.00049 0.00131 

Valves 2.9 16.5 0.00107 0.01816 

Pressure Relief Valves ND
1
  7.1 ND 0.12096 

Open-ended Lines ND 19.4 ND 0.00373 

Compressor Seals NA
2
 50 0.18036 0.80488 

1 
No data (ND) available. 

2
 Not available (NA). Only the aggregate emission rate from each compressor unit is known.  

 

A total of 1657 components were screened at the site, and of these, only 48 were determined to 

be leakers  (i.e., 2.9 percent).  A comparison of the leak frequency for each component category 

along with the corresponding industry average values is provided in Table 3.  In all cases, the 

leak frequencies at the site are less than the industry averages. According to CCME, fugitive 

equipment leaks are well controlled if less than 2 percent of the population is classified as 

leakers.  On this basis, fugitive equipment leaks at the site are generally well controlled.  

 

It is also of interest to note that the average emission rate for leaking components tended to be 

less that the corresponding industry average values (see Table 3). If published average emission 

factors (CAPP, 1999) had been used to estimate total emissions due to fugitive equipment leaks, 

the emissions would have been overstated by 49 percent. If published leak-rate correlations (U.S. 

EPA, 1995) had been used to estimate the emissions from the leakers, total fugitive emissions 

would have been overstated by 64 percent. 

 

3.1.2 Site 2 - Deep-Cut NGL Extraction Plant 

 

Natural Gas Losses 

 

Total natural gas losses at the gas plant amount to 1.581 10
6
 m

3
/y and have an estimated value of 

$ 167,522/y. The relative distribution of these emissions by type of source is shown in Figure 6.  

The majority of the losses (73 percent) are due to residual flaring rates by the two flare systems 

at the site. The rest (27 percent) is from fugitive equipment leaks. 

 

The combined total volume of continuously flared gas from the two flare stacks is estimated at 

1166.65 x 10
3
 m

3
/y.  As shown in Table 3, approximately 91 percent of this amount is potentially 

avoidable losses attributed to potentially excessive purge rates and to leakage of process gas into 

the flare systems.  
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Figure 6.  Relative distribution of hydrocarbon emissions at the deep-cut NGL 

extraction plant (Total = 1 581 x 10
3
 m

3 
($167 522) per year).
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Total emissions from fugitive equipment leaks amount to 419.89 x 10
3
 m

3
/y and are valued at 

$44,484/y.  Approximately three-quarters of this amount were from components that would be 

classified as leakers and therefore could potentially be controlled.  

 

Table 4.  Residual flared gas rates at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant. 

 Shallow/deep-cut flare  Shallow-cut flare 

Flared gas (m
3
/d) 2489 1023 

Purge gas flowrate (m
3
/d) 193 120 

Losses Due to Excess Purge 

Gas and leakage into the 

Flare System (m
3
/d) 

2297 903 

Value of flared gas ($/y) $88 810 $34 930 

 

 

Table 5.  Summary of emission rates, by source type, at the deep-cut NGL extraction 

plant. 

Source Type Service Emission Rate 

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Value of Lost 

Gas ($/y) 

Leak rate from standard 

components (valves, connections, 

regulators, etc.) 

Natural gas 97.14 10,291.59 

 

Leak rate from compressor seals 

(rod seals, distance piece vents and 

lube oil vent)
1
 

Natural gas 111.28 11,789.70 

Venting rate (compressor start gas 

vent, other vents) 

Natural gas 2.24 239.92 

Pressure Relief Valves Natural gas 31.10 3,293.55 

Leak rate from standard 

components (valves, connections, 

regulators, etc.) 

Natural gas 

liquid 

20.86 2,209.65 

Pressure Relief Valves Natural gas 

liquid 

0.10 10.98 

Total  232.72 27,835.39 
1
 Vented emissions from the turbine compressor at the site could not be measured, as the vent lines were located in 

the turbine engine exhaust stack.   

 

GHG Emissions 

 

Total GHG emissions at the site are estimated at roughly 75.28 kt CO2 E t/y, excluding any 

emissions due to emergency flaring events. A pie chart depicting the percentage contribution by 

source category is presented in Figure 7. Fuel combustion is the dominant source of GHG 

emissions at the site accounting for 89 percent of the total. This is followed by fugitive 

equipment leaks (7 percent) and continuous flaring (4 percent). 
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Total fugitive emissions from all equipment components classified as leakers and the continuous 

flare volumes beyond minimum purge gas requirements, collectively, represent 11 percent of the 

total GHG emissions.  

 

Leak Statistics 
 

There is a total of 19 556 equipment components at the site, of which 17 084 are in hydrocarbon 

gas service (the rest are in light liquid service). The average leak rate by type of component is 

summarized in Tables 6 and 7 for natural gas service and NGL service, respectively. The survey 

results indicate that only 1.9 percent of the components in natural gas service, including those in 

fuel gas and process gas service are leaking, while 4.4 percent of the components in NGL service 

are leakers. A comparison of the leak frequency for each type of component with the 

corresponding industry average values shows all site values to be near or below average (see 

Table 8) with the exception of pressure relief valves, which have a higher leak frequency. The 

overall leak frequency at the gas plant was 2.0 percent, equal to the Code of Practice benchmark 

value (CCME, 1993) for good control of fugitive equipment leaks. 

 

Table 6.  Summary of average emission factors from measurement results for 

components in natural gas service at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant. 

Component Number of 

Components 

Surveyed 

Number 

of 

Leakers 

Percent of 

Components 

Leaking 

Emission Factors 

(m
3
/Component/Yr) 

Block Valves 1046 43 4.11 11.09 

Gate Valves 214 49 22.90 75.87 

Switching Valves 44 27 61.36 776.96 

Flanged Connections 1229 24 1.95 5.20 

Flanges on Switching 

Valves 

101 6 5.94 36.46 

Threaded Connections 9404 49 0.52 1.21 

Pressure Relief Valve 42 6 17.65 914.70 

Orifice Meters 23 5 21.74 152.62 

Other Meters 4 0 --- --- 

Open-Ended Line 52 10 19.23 6.58 

Mechanical Couplings 2 0 --- --- 

Regulators 15 1 6.67 0.61 

Compressor Valve 

Covers 

112 0 --- --- 

Compressor Valve 

Stems 

12 12 100 817.46 

Distance Piece Vents 2 2 100 8,017.61 

Start Gas Vents 2 2 100 526.50 
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Figure 7.  Relative distribution of total GHG emissions at the deep-cut NGL 

extraction plant (Total CO2E = 75.28 kt per year).
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Table 7.  Summary of average emission factors from measurement results for 

components in NGL service at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant. 

Component Number of 

Components 

Surveyed 

Number 

of 

Leakers 

Percent of 

Components 

Leaking 

Emission Factors 

(m
3
/Component/Yr) 

Block Valves 137 7 5.11 2.45 

Gate Valves 84 35 41.67 72.23 

Flanged Connections 306 2 0.65 33.79 

Threaded Connections 903 17 1.88 4.56 

Pressure Relief Valve 3 2 66.67 34.53 

 

Open-Ended Line 8 0 --- --- 

 

 

Table 8.  Comparison, by type of component, of leak frequencies and average leaker 

emission rates at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant with the corresponding 

industry average values. 

Component Type Leak Frequency 

(%) 

Average Leaker Emission 

Rate (kg/h/component) 

Site Industry Site Industry 

Connectors 0.8 5.2 0.00053 0.00131 

Valves 9.8 16.5 0.00541 0.01816 

Pressure Relief Valves 19.5 7.1 0.06791 0.12096 

Open-ended Lines 16.7 19.4 0.00051 0.00373 

Compressor Seals 
1
 50 0.83265 0.80488 

1
 Only the aggregate emission rate from all 12 compressor seals is known, however, as a result of measured   

distance piece vent emissions, it is known that at least one rod packing system on each unit is leaking.   

 

The average emission rates from leaking components are either comparable to or less than 

industry averages for all component categories. If published average emission factors had been 

used to estimate the total emissions from fugitive equipment leaks at the site, the results would 

overstate the actual emissions by an estimated 55 percent. Use of the leak rate correlation 

approach (U.S. EPA, 1995) for all leakers and the no-leak emission factors (CAPP, 1992) for the 

rest would have underestimated total emissions by 47 percent. 

 

A comparison of the average measured emission rate by type of component in natural gas service 

with the average emission rates predicted using the correlations is shown in Table 9.  Pegged 

screening values (i.e., concentrations above the limit of the Foxboro TVA 1000) were assigned 

the 10 000 ppm pegged emission rate.  Although the screening values provided a reasonable 

estimate of emission rates from several component types, the emission rates from component 

types with a number of pegged sources (i.e., compressor valve stems, switching valves and PRV) 

were considerably underestimated.   
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Table 9.  Comparison, by type of component, of emission factors based on measurement 

results and emission factors based on OVA screening values from leaking 

components in natural gas service. 

Component Measured  

Emission Factors 

(kg/Component/h) 

OVA Screening Value 

Emission Factors 

(kg/Component/h) 

Block Valves 0.022 0.052 

Gate Valves 0.032 0.056 

Switching Valves 0.112 0.059 

Flanges on Switching Valves 0.055 0.071 

Compressor Valve Stems 0.073 0.059 

Threaded Connections 0.028 0.021 

Flanged Connections 0.105 0.072 

Orifice Meters 0.062 0.059 

Pressure Relief Valve 0.348 0.022 

Open-Ended Line 0.003 0.015 

Regulators 0.001 0.073 

 

Table 10 lists the top 10 leaks at the gas plant, along with the volume and value of the lost gas.  

Collectively, they contribute 71 percent of the total emissions due to fugitive equipment leaks. 

Leaking rod-packing systems on the reciprocating compressors contributed approximately 

111.28 x 10
3
 m

3
/y, or 34 percent of the total estimated fugitive emissions at the plant.  In fact, the 

largest single leaker at the plant was the lube oil vent, emitting gas from the rod-packing drains 

at a rate of 10.88 m
3
/min.  As a group, the butterfly switching valves and associated flanges on 

the desiccant towers in the third shallow-cut train was the second largest source of fugitive 

emissions, emitting approximately 37.86 x 10
3
 m

3
/y.  The third largest emitter category was 

leaking pressure relief valves contributing 31.05 x 10
3
 m

3
/y.   

 

The top 30 leakers at the site, or top 10 percent of leaking components, accounted for 

approximately 85 percent of the emissions measured.   

 

3.2 Emission Reduction Opportunities 

 

The estimated repair/control costs and the assumed repair life times are summarized by type of 

component/source in Appendix IV. A listing of the effective rate of return on repairs to each 

individual leaking component identified at the two test sites is provided in Appendix III. 
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Table 10.  Summary of top 10 leakers identified at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant. 

Location 

 

Component 

Type 

Service Emission  

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Value of  

Lost Gas  

($/y) 

Repair 

Cost 

($) 

Payout 

Period 

(y) 

NPV 

($) 

Reciprocating Compressor Lube oil vent Natural Gas 95.26 10091.00 6000 0.5 3730 

Reciprocating Compressor Pressure relief valve Natural Gas 30.90 3273.12 135 0.1 1438 

Reciprocating Compressor Distance piece vent Natural Gas 16.04 1698.69 500 0.9 31 

Deep-cut Tower Flange NGL 10.08 1067.94 150 0.1 1418 

Shallow-cut Train Switching valve Natural Gas 8.76 928.30 5000 4.2 -2326 

Shallow-cut Train Switching valve Natural Gas 6.41 679.01 5000 5.7 -2507 

Shallow-cut Train Switching valve Natural Gas 5.11 541.69 5000 7.2 -2607 

Inlet Separator Gate valve Natural Gas 4.57 484.38 75 0.1 1247 

Reciprocating Compressor Threaded connection Natural Gas 4.42 467.88 15 0.02 652 

Reciprocating Compressor Compressor valve 

stem 

Natural Gas 4.17 441.73 400 0.7 81 

Total   185.75 19,673.62 22,275  1157 
NPV – Net Present Value 

 

Table 11 presents the estimated net present value, excluding finding, mobilization and 

demobilization costs), of repairing average leakers in each component type, based on the 

combined leaker emission rate and leak frequency data from both the compressor station and the 

deep-cut NGL extraction plant.  Average basic repair costs per component and mean repair life 

have been assigned to each component type.  While any economical-to-repair leaking 

components detected during leak surveys should be fixed, the results of the surveys at the two 

test sites suggest that on average, flanged connections, block and control valves, pressure relief 

valves, regulators, compressor seals, and compressor valves caps and stems are most cost-

effective to repair.  

3.2.1 Compressor Station 

 

Figure 8 presents a cost curve showing the net present costs associated with achieving different 

levels of emission reduction through implementation of the identified control opportunities, such 

as component repair and installation of an air compressor to supply instrument air to the station.  

Each point on the curve represents the impact of implementing a specific control measure. The 

presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities, and therefore are potentially low. These additional costs would amount to an 

estimated  $0.56/t CO2E for the subject site.  Additionally, but of opposite effect, the credited 

emission reduction for each control option only includes the emission reduction achieved in the 

first year. Control measures that continue to remain in effect in subsequent years will have 

reduced costs per unit of emission reduction.  
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Table 11.  Summary of leak statistics and the net present value (excluding the cost of leak 

detection), by type, of repairing leaking components in natural gas service and 

process gas service, based on combined leak rate and frequency data from both test 

sites. 

Source Leaker 

Emissions 

(kg/h/source) 

Percent of 

Population 

Leakers 

Basic 

Repair 

Cost 

($/source) 

Mean 

Repair 

Life 

(years) 

NPV 

($/leaker 

repaired) 

Effective 

Rate of 

Return 

(%) 

Threaded 

Connections 

0.0305 0.72 100 2 -19.17 -31.9 

Flanged 

Connections1 

0.0486 1.32 100 2 19.35 32.2 

Block and 

Control Valves 

0.0633 10.37 150 4 96.13 106.8 

Open-ended 

Lines2 

- 12.35 100 2 - - 

Orifice Meters 0.0624 18.52 150 1 -35.96 -40.0 

Pressure Relief 

Valves 

0.8772 14.63 250 2 1,326.85 884.6 

Regulators 1.4265 5.63 175 5 5,412.98 5155.2 

Compressor 

Seals3 

0.9197 50.00 500 1 496.80 165.6 

Compressor 

Valve Caps and 

Stems 

0.2063 6.32 250 1 28.74 19.2 

1
 The emissions from flanges on switching valves are not included in the leaker emissions due to high indirect costs.   

2
 Insufficient data.   

3
 Leak rates and leak frequencies for individual compressor seals is not known, rather, the aggregate emission rates 

for all seals per site is known.  The industry average leak frequency for compressor seals (50 percent) has been 

applied in the absence of this information.  

 

The curve shows that up to 16.2 kt of CO2 E emissions (i.e., 89 percent of the compressor 

station’s total GHG emissions from fugitive sources, instrument gas venting and process venting) 

can be avoided at essentially no net cost.  Beyond this point leak control costs increase almost 

exponentially. 

 

The net present value of gas saved from undertaking those repairs at the plant which are cost-

effective is a savings of approximately $6,875; however, this amount of savings would not be 

sufficient to justify the actual cost of finding these opportunities. This changes, if the potential 

savings from vent control opportunities are also considered. 

  

The installation of an air compressor would reduce natural gas emissions from instrument gas 

venting at the site by 702.34 x 10
3
 m

3
/y, and reduce the GHG emissions by 8.991 kt CO2E 

annually.   
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The estimated cost of purchasing and installing a skid mounted unit to supply the site is $55 000. 

The estimated payout period of less for the unit is approximately 8 months. 

 

The second largest source of methane emissions at the compressor station is carry-through of 

process gas with the produced water when it is dumped to the water storage tank.  Replacing the 

undersized water boot on inlet gas line to the site with either a larger boot or a slug catcher could 

potentially reduce the emissions from the tank significantly.  The estimated cost of purchasing 

and modifying the existing boot is $75 000.  The estimated payout period of less for the 

modification is approximately 15 months. 

 

Installing a larger boot on the produced water tank and installing an air compressor would 

eliminate 15.51 kt CO2 E emissions at the compressor station, 85 percent of the controllable 

emissions from fugitive sources at the plant. 

3.2.2 Deep-Cut NGL Extraction Plant 

 

Figure 9 presents a cost curve showing the approximate net costs associated with achieving 

different levels of emission reduction at the deep-cut extraction plant. Each point on the curve 

represents the impact of implementing different emission reduction measures.  The presented 

costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction opportunities and 

therefore are potentially low. These additional costs would amount to an estimated  $5.99/t CO2E 

for the subject site.  Additionally, the credited emission reduction for each control option only 

includes the emission reduction achieved in the first year. Control measures that continue to 

remain in effect in subsequent years will have reduced costs per unit of emission reduction.  

 

The curve shows that up to 5.4 kt of CO2 E emissions (i.e., 67 percent of the gas plant’s total 

GHG emissions from fugitive sources) could potentially be avoided at essentially no net cost. An 

additional 0.6 kt of CO2 E emissions (i.e., 7 percent of the gas plant’s total GHG emissions from 

fugitive sources) can be avoided at net costs of up to $35/t.  Beyond this point leak control costs 

increase almost exponentially. 

 

The net present value of gas saved from undertaking all cost-effective repairs to leaking 

equipment components at the plant would save approximately $14 800; however, this savings 

would not, in itself, be sufficient to cover the initial costs of finding these control opportunities. 

Expanding the scope of the emissions survey to include all process venting and flaring, results in 

additional cost-effective control opportunities at minimal additional finding and analysis costs.  

Only by considering the cost-effective control options associated with venting and flaring, are 

sufficient savings accrued to justify the cost of identifying the control opportunities. 

 

The estimated cost of purchasing and installing a vapour recovery unit to conserve residual flared 

gas from both flare stacks is $99 500.  The estimated payout would be approximately 11 months. 
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Based on the net present value of repairs to leaking components, it is estimated that 79 percent 

(by volume) of the emissions from fugitive equipment leaks are economic to control (i.e., the 

cost of appropriate repairs is recovered through the process gas conserved). 
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Figure 8. Net cost curve for cumulative CO2E emission reductions

at the compressor station.
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Figure 9.  Net cost curve for cummulative CO2E emission reductions 

at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The conclusions and recommendations of this study are as follows. 

 

4.1 Conclusions 

 

(1) The Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler is a useful tool for identifying and evaluating leak repair 

opportunities at upstream gas facilities. It provides reliable measurements of 

emission rates from individual components and is at least 3 to 5 times faster than 

applying conventional bagging techniques, resulting in substantially reduced leak 

assessment costs.  

 

(2) While the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler was originally designed for measuring methane 

leak rates, procedures were developed as part of the current project to calibrate 

the instrument for use on non-methane organic vapour streams. The Hi-Flow
TM

 

Sampler was successfully used to measure leak rates of non-methane liquefied 

petroleum gas (LPG). 

 

(3) The two facilities selected for demonstration of the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler were 

generally well controlled with respect to fugitive equipment leaks. The aggregate 

leak frequency at the deep-cut NGL extraction plant was 2.0 percent, and the 

corresponding value at the compressor station was 2.9 percent. Typical values for 

components in sweet gas service at upstream facilities are in the order of 5 to 10 

percent or more (CAPP, 1992). 

 

Overall, fugitive equipment leaks contributed only 26 percent of the total 

hydrocarbon gas losses at the extraction plant and only 8 percent of the losses at 

the compressor station.  

 

(4) The net present value (excluding finding costs and implementation 

mobilization/demobilization costs) of the economic control opportunities 

identified at the two test sites is $1 530 530 (i.e., $635 620 in potential savings at 

the compressor station and $894 910 at the extraction plant). The relative 

distribution of these potential opportunities by type of source category is 

summarized in Table 12 below. 
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Table 12.  Summary of economical emission control opportunities at the two test 

facilities. 

Description Compressor Station Deep-Cut NGL Extraction 

Plant 

Net Present Value of 

Economical Control 

Opportunities 
1
 

$635 620 $894 910 

Percentage Contribution 

from Flaring Control 

- 98.0 

Percentage Contribution 

from Venting Control 

98.9 - 

Percentage Contribution 

from Leak Control 

1.1 2.0 

1 Excluding the cost of finding the opportunities. 

  

(5) The collective value of leak control opportunities, alone, at the two sites was not 

sufficient to cover the cost of finding these opportunities (even after adjusting the 

finding costs to reflect a more streamlined survey approach rather than the study-

level approach taken herein). This is attributed partly to the tightness of the 

selected facilities. In general, the industry will be characterized by a mix of tight 

and leaky facilities, so the economics for any routine efforts to identify control 

opportunities should be based on the average findings for a statistically valid 

sample size. 

 

Expanding the scope of the survey to also consider venting and flaring sources 

allowed for some economies, substantially increased the value of opportunities 

identified, and in both cases, allowed justification of the total survey costs. Based 

on these findings and recent experience at other upstream facilities, the key 

control opportunities vary dramatically from one facility to the next, so it best to 

focus on multiple source categories. Additionally, there is ultimately some 

minimum facility size below which the average value of the available control 

opportunities will be insufficient to justify the costs of finding the opportunities. 

 

(6) This study delineates the basis for a systematic procedure to identify and evaluate 

economical emission reduction opportunities at upstream gas facilities. While such 

initiatives may be justified based on the value of avoided natural gas losses alone, 

they may also become an important means for companies to reduce their GHG 

emissions in a transparent and verifiable manner. Moreover, some companies may 

also choose to ascribe a value to the CO2-equivalent emission reductions that are 

achieved. 
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4.2 Recommendations 

 

It is recommended that the procedures for identifying economical emission reduction 

opportunities at upstream petroleum facilities be further refined and expanded to also 

consider fuel combustion. A handbook for documentation of these procedures is 

warranted. 
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Appendix I 

 

Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler Calibration 

 

 

Procedures have been developed to calibrate and correct the response of the Hi-Flow
TM

 

Sampler to gas mixtures other than methane in air.  The methodology is used to 

determine the correction factors required for application to leak measurement data 

collected at the deep-cut extraction plant using the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler.  Two different 

gas mixtures were encountered at that facility, namely: NGL and sweet natural gas.  The 

compositions of the NGL and natural gas streams at the plant are given in Table II-1.  

The correction factors were developed over a range of raw hot wire anemometer readings 

between 400 and 1030 feet per minute.  The range of concentrations of methane in air 

was from 0 to 95 percent, while the NGL concentration range was only 0 to 2 percent but 

encompasses the range of 96% of the readings taken at the plant.  

 

Table I-1.  Composition of gas encountered at the deep-cut 

extraction plant. 

Compound NGL Natural Gas 

CO2 0.0239 0.0141 

C1 0.0026 0.8916 

C2 0.4761 0.0610 

C3 0.3012 0.0198 

i-C4 0.0581 0.0028 

n-C4 0.0838 0.0044 

i-C5 0.0255 0.0009 

n-C5 0.0175 0.0007 

C6+ 0.0113 0.0015 

 

Three correction factors were established to correct the raw data gathered at the deep-cut 

extraction plant: 

 

 correction of the anemometer reading to get the average velocity, 

 correction for response of the gas detector to the observed gas mixtures, and  

 correction of the anemometer reading for the thermal conductivity of the gas 

mixtures. 

 

The first correction factor, applied to the raw anemometer readings, calculates the 

average velocity through the unit from the maximum tube velocity read by the hot wire 

anemometer.  The second correction factor, applied to the sample and background 

detector readings only in the case of NGL gas, corrects for the response of the Bascom-

Turner detectors in ‘track gas’ mode to non-methane gases.  The third correction factor 

adjusts the anemometer readings to reflect difference in gas thermal conductivity between 

air and the gas mixtures.  A sensitivity analysis on each correction factor was performed.  
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Finally, the correction factors have been evaluated based on a comparison of the actual 

leak rate and the calculated leak rate. In the following three sections, the value, basis or 

rational for each correction factor is discussed.    

 

 

Anemometer Reading Corrected to Average Velocity 

 

The first of the three correction factors adjusts the raw anemometer velocity reading to 

the average tube velocity subsequently used to calculate the volumetric flowrate through 

the Hi-Flow
TM

.  The same correction factor was incorporated in the original calibration 

spreadsheet provided by GRI.  The hot wire in the anemometer is positioned very near 

the centre of the tube within the Hi-Flow
TM

.  Therefore, the velocity reading will be 

greater than the average velocity resulting in an over-prediction of the volumetric 

flowrate if uncorrected.   

 

A Roots meter was connected to the blower outlet to accurately measure the volumetric 

flowrate of gas pulled through the Hi-Flow
TM

.  Then, a series of anemometer velocity - 

actual volumetric flowrate data for air were collected by adjusting the back-pressure 

valve on the blower.  The actual volumetric flowrate was consistently smaller than that 

calculated using the anemometer reading.  An empirical factor of 0.806 corrected the 

calculated flowrate to the actual volumetric flowrate through the unit.  This value, 

identical to that used previously, is consistent with the turbulent flow regime in circular 

tubes.  The average fluid velocity is related to the maximum velocity measured at, or near 

the centre of the tube by: 

 

Vavg / Vmax  0.8 

 

To verify that flow in the Hi-Flow
TM

 tube operates in the turbulent regime, the minimum 

turbulent velocity was calculated using a Reynolds number of 2100.  Density and 

viscosity for 1% and 10% natural gas, as well as 1% and 10% NGL gas were estimated 

using the Peng Robinson (1976) equation of state.  The minimum turbulent velocity was 

approximately 225ft/min ( 10ft/min) in all four cases.  Theoretically, below 225ft/min, 

one would have to apply a laminar regime factor of 0.5.  In the field, however, very few 

data points were taken below this minimum velocity.  Therefore, we have not tried to 

establish a laminar correction factor and simply applied 0.806 to all data. 

 

  

Correction for Detector Response to Non-Methane Hydrocarbons 

 

The Bascom-Turner CGI-201 detectors are specifically calibrated and adjusted to respond 

to methane, and do not respond to non-methane gases in a known manner.  The response 

of the detector to the NGL composition was determined for different values of NGL in 

air.  A small cylinder of NGL gas from the deep-cut extraction plant NGL sales bullet 

was provided for this purpose.   
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Three Bascom-Turner detectors were used during the study: two in the Hi-Flow
TM

 

Sampler (one for background readings and one for the sample), and one for use in 

screening of equipment and components.  Although all identical units, the response of the 

three detectors to non-methane mixtures was not consistent, even after calibration (see 

Table II-2).  Unfortunately, it is not clear which scale would have necessarily been used 

for each individual data point collected at the plant; however, it known that the ‘track 

gas’ scale was used most frequently.  Accordingly, correction factors were developed and 

applied for that scale only.  Fortunately, both detectors in the Hi-Flow
TM

 unit showed 

similar response to NGL.  A correction curve for Hi-Flow
TM

 sample and background 

detector response was constructed on data from the sample detector. 

 

Table I-2.  Bascom-Turner response to 100% natural gas and NGL gas. 

 100% Natural Gas 100% NGL 

 Track Gas % Gas Track Gas % Gas 

Sample Detector 115.6 94.0 50.5 42.0 

Background Detector 115.8 93.0 52.9 43.0 

Screening Detector 115.0 94.0 38.8 32.0 

 

Leak rate – detector response data was collected by releasing NGL gas at a known rate 

well into the Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler hose to ensure total capture of the gas.  The actual NGL 

release rate was accurately measured using a Bubblometer, and the actual volumetric 

flowrate through the Hi-Flow
TM

 was measured using a Roots meter connected to the 

blower outlet.  Data was collected over a concentration range of 0.04 and 1.3 mol% (as 

measured by the Bascom-Turner detectors), which encompasses about 90% of the raw 

data taken at plant.  The actual concentration was calculated based on the metered 

flowrate and the NGL gas release rate.  The actual concentration is plotted against the 

detector reading in Figure II-1.  A power relationship: 

 

Actual Concentration = 1.397*(Detector Reading) 
1.198

 

 

provides the best correlation for data in this range.  The same plot was made using data 

from 100% methane runs to verify the detector’s response.  The relationship between 

detector reading and actual concentration was nearly 1:1; therefore no correction for 

detector response was incorporated for natural gas, which was predominantly methane. 
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Figure I-1.  Detector response correction curve for NGL gas 

 

Gas Thermal Conductivity Correction for Anemometer Reading 

 

TSI Incorporated was contacted regarding standard methods to correct anemometer 

readings for the presence of gases other than air.  However, they could only provide 

correction factors for certain pure gases.  Therefore, a correction to anemometer readings 

for composition of the natural gas and NGL gas streams was developed based on 

published work by Wasan and Baid (1971). 

 

Wasan and Baid used an air - carbon dioxide system to study variations in measured hot 

wire anemometer velocities.  They observed that velocity variations were primarily 

affected by differences in thermal conductivities between gas mixtures, and that a linear 

relationship between gas velocity to the 0.45
th

 power (U
0.45

) and the square of hot wire 

current (I
2
) exists for gas-air mixtures.   Furthermore, they related the y-intercept of the I

2
 

- U
0.45

 line to gas thermal conductivity at the wire temperature, 76C.   

 

Based on the published data, a linear (thermal conductivity from air) versus (velocity 

correction factor) graph was constructed. The thermal conductivity of several natural gas 

and NGL concentrations in air at the film temperature of 76C were estimated using the 

Peng-Robinson equation of state and the method of Chung et al. (1984).  Equations 

relating the (thermal conductivity) to gas concentration were developed for each of the 

gases.  The (thermal conductivity) as a function of gas concentration was then related to 

the anemometer velocity correction provided by Wasan and Baid.  The result is an 

y = 1.3967x
1.1978

R
2
 = 0.9972
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equation yielding the anemometer velocity correction as a function of gas concentration 

for both NG-air and NGL-air systems: 

 

Natural Gas: 

Ugas
0.45

 (in ft/s) = Uair
0.45

 – 0.0074 * (%NG) 

 

NGL Gas: 

Ugas
0.45

 (in ft/s) = Uair
0.45

 + (0.0002 * (%NGL) 
2
 - 0.0054 * (%NGL)) 

 

 

Sensitivity Analysis and Leak Rate Error 

 

A sensitivity analysis performed on each of the correction factors showed that the 

calculated leak rate is most sensitive to the average tube velocity factor, 0.806, and to the 

detector response correction.  A 5% change in either factor results in a 5% change in the 

calculated leak rate.  The results were least sensitive to the anemometer correction for gas 

thermal conductivity.  A 5% change in the fluid thermal conductivity resulted in less than 

1% change in the calculated leak rate.   

 

The overall correction to raw Hi-Flow
TM

 data collected during the calibration run along 

with the data gathered by GRI in several calibration runs is show in Figure II-2, where 

the calculated leak rate is plotted against the actual leak rate.  The error in the measured 

leak rate ranges from –22% to +8% for NGL gas and from -8% to +17% for natural gas, 

including the calibration runs done here and those done by GRI.  Overall, the leak rates 

calculated using the correction factors for average velocity, detector response and gas 

thermal conductivity fit the measured leak rates relatively well.   
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Figure I-2. Calibration results: calculated versus leak rate 
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Appendix II 

 

Measured Emission Rates Sorted by Emission Rate 

 

 

Table II-1.  Emission rates from vents and components in natural gas service, sorted by emission 

rate, at the compressor station during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

 Produced Water Tank Vent  509.01 $75,000 $248,616.22  6513.7 1.2 

 Produced Water Tank 3" Sandpiper 

Water Transfer 

Pump 

297.67   3811.1  

 Separator Building Glycol 

Dehydrator Vent 

104.15   1332.5  

 Engine 3 Instrument Vent 88.34   1130.6  

 Engine 3 Instrument Panel 

Vent 

85.92   1099.6  

 Separator Building Instrument Dryer 

Vent 

72.48   927.4  

 Engine 1 Skid Instrument 

Gas 

45.58   583.5  

 Boost Engine -- Right 

Bank 

Skid Instrument 

Gas 

38.15   488.6  

 Engine 1 Instrument Panel 

Vent 

20.67   264.5  

 Engine 2 Instrument Panel 

Vent 

19.73   252.4  

 Engine 2 Skid Instrument 

Gas 

17.18   220.1  

  Booster Engine Instrument Panel 

Vent 

12.86   164.9  

21 Engine 2, Head 4 

(Discharge) 

Valve Cap 9.80 $300 $573.92 125.2 0.2 

23 Engine 2 Vent Line Ball Valve 9.24 $190 $2,497.46 118.4 0.2 

 Engine 1, Compressors 

1,2,3,4 

Rod Packing 8.42 $2,000 -$551.67 107.7 1.7 

34 Engine 1,  Compressor 

1 (Bottom Back) 

Valve Cap 8.20 $300 $451.33 105.0 0.3 

22 Engine 2, Head 2 Valve Cap 6.82 $300 $345.21 87.5 0.3 

12 Engine 3, Head 1 Valve Cap 6.07 $300 $287.48 77.4 0.4 

 Engine 2, Compressors 

1,2,3,4 

Rod Packing 4.94 $2,000 -$820.26 63.1 3.0 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

2 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

4.38 $500 $37.38 56.1 0.8 

13 Engine 3, Head 1 Valve Cap 4.34 $300 $153.85 55.5 0.5 

1 Outside Booster 

Building 

Pressure 

Regulator Vent 

3.96 $175 $1,254.03 50.6 0.3 

Continued … 
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Table II-1.  Emission rates from vents and components in natural gas service, sorted by emission 

rate, at the compressor station during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 

(continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

3 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

3.75 $500 -$11.44 48.0 1.0 

 Engine 2 , Compressor 

2 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

3.33 $500 -$43.95 42.6 1.1 

 Engine 4, Compressors  

1,3 

Distance Piece, 

Rod Packing 

Combined 

3.04 $500 -$65.75 39.0 1.2 

3 Outside Booster 

Building 

Controller Vent 2.89   37.1  

26 Separator Building -- 

Orifice Meter 

Pipe Thread 1.97 $15 $285.34 25.2 0.1 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

3 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

1.75 $500 -$165.35 22.4 2.1 

17 Engine 2, Head 1 Valve Stem 1.66 $400 -$112.31 21.2 1.8 

15 Engine 3, Head 3 Valve Stem 1.38 $400 -$134.03 17.6 2.1 

18 Engine 2, 2nd Stage 

Discharge 

Tube Fitting 1.31 $15 $359.79 16.7 0.1 

4 Boost Engine, 

Compressor 4 

Valve Stem 1.08 $400 -$156.43 13.9 2.7 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

1 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

1.01 $500 -$222.26 12.9 3.6 

10 Engine 4, Fuel Gas Pressure 

Regulator Vent 

0.97 $175 $229.21 12.5 1.3 

2 Outside Booster 

Building 

Controller Vent 0.87   11.2  

 Boost Engine Distance 

Piece/Rod 

Packing 

0.76 $500 -$241.20 9.8 4.8 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

1 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.76 $500 -$241.48 9.8 4.8 

27 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.52 $15 $69.41 6.7 0.2 

28 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.50 $15 $65.76 6.4 0.2 

24 Engine 2 Fuel Gas Line Pipe Thread 0.41 $15 $52.41 5.3 0.3 

33 Engine 1,  Compressor 

3 Head 

Valve Stem 0.39 $400 -$210.09 5.0 7.6 

19 Engine 2, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.33 $15 $39.96 4.2 0.3 

25 Separator Building -- 

Orifice Meter 

Pipe Thread 0.29 $15 $34.73 3.7 0.4 

16 Engine 2, 3rd Stage 

Suction 

Tube Fitting 0.25 $15 $60.37 3.1 0.4 

20 Engine 2, Head 4 Valve Stem 0.24 $400 -$221.32 3.1 12.1 

Continued … 
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Table II-1.  Emission rates from vents and components in natural gas service, sorted by emission 

rate, at the compressor station during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 

(concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

7 Engine 4, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.23 $15 $25.59 3.0 0.5 

29 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.21 $15 $22.48 2.7 0.5 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

4 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.21 $500 -$283.80 2.7 17.5 

14 Engine 3, Head 3 Valve Cap 0.21 $300 -$164.11 2.6 10.7 

6 Engine 4, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.15 $15 $13.22 1.9 0.7 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

4 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.11 $500 -$291.57 1.4 33.6 

8 Engine 4, 3rd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.08 $15 $2.38 1.0 1.5 

32 Separator Building -- 

Near Dryer Board 

Tube Fitting 0.08 $15 $12.51 1.0 1.5 

11 Engine 3, 3rd Stage 

Scrubber 

Sight Glass Valve 

Packing  

0.05 $75 -$29.52 0.7 10.1 

9 Engine 4, 1st Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.05 $15 -$1.57 0.6 2.2 

31 Separator Building -- 

Near Reboiler 

Regulator 0.05 $175 -$88.46 0.6 26.7 

5 Engine 4, 1st Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.05 $15 -$2.11 0.6 2.4 

30 Separator Building -- 

Contactor 

Pipe Thread 0.03 $15 -$5.33 0.3 4.5 

1  
The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

82 Compressor Bldg Lube oil vent – all 

compressor seals 

95.26 $6,000 $3,730.17 1219.7 0.5 

175 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

8.76 $5,000 -$2,325.67 112.2 4.2 

173 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

6.41 $5,000 -$2,506.76 82.1 5.7 

179 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

5.11 $5,000 -$2,606.51 65.5 7.2 

190 Shallow-cut 3, 

switching valve 

Gate valve 4.57 $75 $1,247.38 58.5 0.1 

10 Compressor engine Threaded fitting 4.42 $15 $651.51 56.6 0.02 

7 Compressor 2 Valve stem 4.17 $400 $80.88 53.4 0.7 

113 Meter bldg Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

2.88 $75 $767.80 36.8 0.2 

157 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 2.76 $120 $706.69 35.3 0.3 

163 Shallow-cut 3, warm 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

2.67 $5,000 -$2,794.31 34.2 13.8 

160 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Orifice meter 

plate 

2.64 $150 $112.91 33.8 0.4 

1 Compressor 2 Valve stem 2.47 $400 -$49.68 31.7 1.2 

292 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Orifice meter 

greaser 

2.10 $150 $71.31 26.8 0.5 

188 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Flange 1.94 $100 $230.43 24.9 0.4 

197 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.91 $5,000 -$2,852.66 24.5 19.2 

224 Turbine compressor Gate valve 1.73 $60 $454.06 22.2 0.3 

199 Shallow-cut 3, scrubber Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.61 $700 -$178.74 20.7 3.2 

211 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Flange 1.44 $100 $156.00 18.5 0.5 

19 Compressor bldg Flange 1.39 $50 $177.32 17.8 0.3 

228 Turbine compressor, 

fuel gas 

Flange 1.31 $150 $106.25 16.8 0.8 

192 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.20 $5,000 -$2,907.67 15.4 30.7 

176 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.15 $5,000 -$2,911.58 14.7 32.0 

182 Shallow-cut 3 Plug valve 1.14 $150 $232.87 14.6 1.0 

216 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 1.11 $75 $267.62 14.2 0.5 

201 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.09 $5,000 -$2,915.97 14.0 33.7 

22 Compressor 1 Valve stem 1.06 $400 -$158.22 13.6 2.8 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

123 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Threaded fitting 0.93 $10 $133.01 11.9 0.1 

181 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.93 $5,000 -$2,928.55 11.9 39.6 

303 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Gate valve 0.90 $100 $194.22 11.5 0.8 

75 East header Flange 0.86 $150 $39.34 11.1 1.3 

21 Compressor bldg Vent 0.86 $500 -$234.15 11.0 4.3 

121 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.84 $60 $200.71 10.7 0.5 

3 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.75 $25 $97.07 9.6 0.2 

305 Shallow-cut 3 header Orifice meter 

plate 

0.72 $150 -$34.65 9.2 1.5 

227 Turbine compressor Threaded fitting 0.65 $10 $90.90 8.3 0.1 

205 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.63 $5,000 -$2,951.43 8.1 > 50 

5 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.62 $400 -$192.34 7.9 4.8 

137 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.58 $1,000 -$513.19 7.4 12.7 

186 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.49 $5,000 -$2,962.44 6.3 > 50 

30 Compressor bldg Flange 0.47 $50 $40.76 6.1 0.8 

61 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.47 $60 $97.41 6.0 0.9 

221 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.47 $60 $96.23 6.0 0.9 

210 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.46 $5,000 -$2,964.75 5.9 > 50 

171 Analyzer building Threaded fitting 0.45 $10 $61.17 5.8 0.2 

43 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.45 $400 -$205.48 5.7 6.6 

307 Shallow-cut 3 header Gate valve 0.45 $595 -$230.49 5.7 9.8 

170 Analyzer building Threaded fitting 0.43 $10 $58.45 5.5 0.2 

155 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.42 $75 $72.63 5.3 1.3 

178 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.41 $5,000 -$2,968.31 5.3 > 50 

189 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.38 $5,000 -$2,970.96 4.8 > 50 

4 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.34 $25 $36.21 4.4 0.5 

165 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.34 $75 $51.25 4.4 1.6 

2 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.34 $15 $41.86 4.4 0.3 

164 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.34 $75 $51.04 4.4 1.6 

156 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.34 $75 $50.15 4.3 1.6 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

183 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.33 $30 $76.35 4.3 0.7 

132 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Vent 0.33 $500 -$274.78 4.2 11.2 

95 East header Flange 0.32 $150 -$42.66 4.1 3.5 

334 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Threaded fitting 0.32 $10 $41.33 4.1 0.2 

126 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.30 $60 $50.11 3.9 1.4 

49 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.30 $400 -$216.95 3.8 9.8 

28 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.30 $400 -$216.97 3.8 9.8 

223 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.29 $60 $46.85 3.8 1.5 

58 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.29 $15 $33.71 3.7 0.4 

308 Shallow-cut 3 header Gate valve 0.28 $595 -$276.88 3.6 15.4 

180 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Globe valve 0.28 $75 $33.62 3.6 2.0 

169 Analyzer building Needle Valve 0.28 $60 $41.89 3.5 1.6 

24 Compressor 1 Flange 0.26 $75 -$5.41 3.4 2.1 

129 Shallow-cut 3, make-up 

gas 

Flange 0.25 $50 $7.75 3.2 1.5 

154 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.24 $60 $32.37 3.1 1.8 

158 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.22 $75 $16.68 2.8 2.5 

304 Shallow-cut 3 header Orifice meter rack 0.22 $150 -$73.29 2.8 5.1 

32 Compressor 1 Threaded fitting 0.21 $15 $22.99 2.7 0.5 

222 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.21 $60 $23.80 2.7 2.1 

162 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.21 $5,000 -$2,983.88 2.7 > 50 

282 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Threaded fitting 0.21 $10 $25.12 2.7 0.4 

338 Shallow-cut 3 header Flange 0.20 $150 -$60.52 2.5 5.6 

291 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.19 $1,190 -$685.54 2.4 46.0 

6 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.19 $25 $13.32 2.4 1.0 

187 Shallow-cut 3, warm 

switching valve 

Flange 0.18 $100 -$33.81 2.2 4.2 

23 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.17 $400 -$227.28 2.1 17.8 

46 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.16 $60 $10.56 2.1 2.7 

153 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.16 $75 -$0.88 2.0 3.5 

196 Shallow-cut 3, hot 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.16 $5,000 -$2,988.05 2.0 > 50 

191 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.15 $5,000 -$2,988.23 2.0 > 50 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

69 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.15 $15 $13.05 1.9 0.7 

230 Turbine compressor Ball valve 0.14 $190 -$73.88 1.8 9.8 

73 Compressor pipe rack Flange 0.14 $100 -$38.82 1.8 5.2 

218 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 0.14 $75 -$6.37 1.7 4.0 

207 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.14 $5,000 -$2,989.49 1.7 > 50 

256 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.14 $100 -$21.60 1.7 5.4 

31 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.13 $400 -$229.74 1.7 22.1 

125 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Gate valve 0.13 $60 -$0.49 1.6 3.5 

339 Deep-cut yard Flange 0.12 $100 -$41.51 1.6 6.0 

152 C-train, west inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.12 $75 -$11.34 1.5 4.6 

81 Compressor pipe rack Flange 0.12 $150 -$72.68 1.5 9.5 

231 Turbine compressor Flange 0.11 $75 -$27.86 1.5 4.8 

128 Shallow-cut 3, make-up 

gas 

Flange 0.11 $50 -$13.25 1.4 3.3 

66 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.11 $75 -$28.82 1.4 5.1 

8 Compressor 1 Flange on valve 

stem 

0.11 $75 -$29.07 1.4 5.2 

86 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.11 $15 $6.81 1.4 1.0 

135 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Threaded fitting 0.10 $60 -$7.35 1.3 4.4 

35 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.10 $50 -$15.59 1.2 3.8 

317 Far west header Threaded fitting 0.09 $75 -$18.53 1.2 5.9 

83 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.90 1.2 1.2 

60 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.09 $15 $17.10 1.2 1.2 

33 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.09 $15 $16.80 1.2 1.2 

198 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

212 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.09 $5,000 -$2,992.98 1.2 > 50 

217 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

219 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

234 Turbine compressor Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.35 1.2 4.0 

252 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

259 Deep-cut yard Gate valve 0.09 $500 -$274.20 1.2 40.3 

260 Deep-cut yard Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.65 1.2 1.2 

283 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Needle valve – 

open-ended line 

0.09 $60 -$10.20 1.2 4.8 

284 Deep-cut yard Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.35 1.2 4.0 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

285 Shallow-cut 1, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

286 Shallow-cut 1, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $120 -$46.20 1.2 9.7 

287 Shallow-cut 1, flare line Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

288 Shallow-cut 1, to 

desiccant towers 

Orifice meter 

plate 

0.09 $150 -$82.98 1.2 12.1 

302 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Needle valve  0.09 $60 -$10.20 1.2 4.8 

310 Shallow-cut 1 Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.09 $490 -$280.35 1.2 39.5 

313 West boiler Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.65 1.2 1.2 

314 Shallow-cut 3 desiccant 

tower 

Pressure relief 

valve 

0.09 $135 -$67.35 1.2 10.9 

337 Shallow-cut 1, regen 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

27 Compressor bldg Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.50 1.2 4.1 

17 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $3.93 1.1 1.3 

84 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.08 $15 $3.40 1.1 1.3 

143 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.08 $60 -$12.93 1.0 5.4 

151 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.08 $190 -$91.53 1.0 17.6 

168 West inlet building Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.08 $353 -$200.04 1.0 33.0 

122 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.08 $100 -$37.89 1.0 9.4 

232 Turbine compressor Needle valve / 

open-ended line 

0.07 $60 -$16.33 0.9 6.3 

42 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.07 $400 -$234.68 0.9 42.6 

117 West header Gate valve 0.07 $100 -$40.92 0.9 10.9 

9 Compressor 1 Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $3.72 0.8 1.1 

316 Far west header Threaded fitting 0.06 $60 -$17.68 0.8 6.8 

12 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.06 $15 $0.40 0.8 1.8 

130 Shallow-cut 3, scrubber Gate valve 0.06 $100 -$42.47 0.8 11.9 

220 Shallow-cut 3, makeup 

gas 

Ball valve 0.06 $100 -$42.57 0.8 11.9 

208 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.06 $5,000 -$2,995.57 0.7 > 50 

20 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$19.87 0.7 7.7 

120 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.06 $100 -$43.88 0.7 12.9 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

290 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $2.47 0.7 1.3 

251 Turbine bldg Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $2.43 0.7 1.3 

118 Shallow-cut 3, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$20.17 0.7 7.9 

214 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$20.25 0.7 7.9 

194 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Flange 0.06 $75 -$36.69 0.7 9.9 

226 Turbine compressor Union 0.05 $50 -$21.84 0.7 6.7 

281 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Pressure relief 

valve seat 

0.05 $135 -$73.25 0.7 19.2 

34 Compressor bldg Flange 0.05 $50 -$22.48 0.6 7.3 

116 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Flange 0.05 $60 -$22.00 0.6 8.9 

215 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 0.05 $75 -$31.22 0.6 11.3 

26 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.05 $400 -$236.26 0.6 > 50 

238 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.05 $920 -$538.68 0.6 > 50 

335 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Flange 0.05 $100 -$52.95 0.6 15.6 

59 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.05 $15 $4.00 0.6 2.4 

213 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$23.11 0.6 9.7 

25 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.05 $15 -$2.24 0.6 2.4 

45 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.04 $60 -$23.71 0.6 10.2 

36 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 $0.44 0.6 1.7 

139 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.04 $75 -$33.16 0.5 13.2 

48 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 $0.11 0.5 1.8 

50 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.04 $60 -$24.56 0.5 10.9 

233 Turbine compressor Flange 0.04 $50 -$24.09 0.5 9.3 

74 Compressor bldg Flange on 

pressure relief 

valve 

0.04 $135 -$75.21 0.5 25.6 

142 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Globe valve / 

control valve 

0.04 $130 -$72.36 0.5 25.4 

336 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Flange 0.04 $100 -$54.36 0.5 19.5 

18 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 -$0.36 0.5 2.0 

13 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $15 -$3.46 0.5 3.0 

193 Shallow-cut 3, MS 

tower switching valve 

Flange 0.04 $100 -$54.60 0.5 20.4 

124 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Gate valve 0.04 $60 -$25.91 0.5 12.4 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

131 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.04 $50 -$19.96 0.5 10.4 

141 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Globe valve 0.03 $500 -$290.23 0.4 > 50 

147 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Gate valve 0.03 $100 -$50.25 0.4 21.3 

39 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.03 $60 -$26.38 0.4 13.0 

148 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.03 $100 -$50.50 0.4 21.9 

138 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Flange / Globe 

valve 

0.03 $500 -$290.59 0.4 > 50 

136 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Orifice meter 

plate 

0.03 $150 -$87.46 0.4 33.4 

289 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.03 $75 -$35.98 0.4 17.3 

64 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.03 $15 -$0.24 0.4 3.6 

115 Meter bldg Orifice meter 

plate 

0.03 $150 -$87.63 0.4 35.8 

63 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.03 $15 -$0.36 0.4 3.6 

229 Turbine compressor Ball valve 0.03 $190 -$105.42 0.4 46.0 

40 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.03 $60 -$28.30 0.3 16.2 

41 Compressor 1 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.03 $60 -$28.66 0.3 17.0 

195 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.10 0.3 > 50 

15 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.19 0.3 18.3 

16 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.19 0.3 18.3 

52 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.02 $15 -$5.43 0.3 4.6 

72 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.02 $75 -$41.45 0.3 23.3 

55 Compressor cooler Grease nipple,  

plug valve 

0.02 $75 -$38.75 0.3 25.0 

134 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Pressure relief 

valve / open-

ended line 

0.02 $135 -$77.71 0.3 45.1 

309 Shallow-cut 1, east 

tower 

Flange 0.02 $100 -$56.74 0.3 33.8 

119 Shallow-cut 3, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.92 0.3 20.5 

29 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.02 $400 -$238.36 0.3 > 50 

127 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Ball valve 0.02 $75 -$38.96 0.3 25.8 

306 Shallow-cut 3 header Ball valve 0.02 $75 -$39.52 0.2 28.5 

47 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.02 $60 -$30.64 0.2 23.3 

315 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Threaded fitting 0.02 $10 -$3.23 0.2 4.0 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

202 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.64 0.2 > 50 

184 Shallow-cut 3, MS 

tower switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.71 0.2 > 50 

44 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.02 $15 -$6.53 0.2 6.7 

149 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$55.77 0.2 49.1 

90 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$42.84 0.2 38.2 

144 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.01 $60 -$32.31 0.2 33.8 

174 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.01 $5,000 -$2,999.02 0.2 > 50 

145 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$56.40 0.2 > 50 

67 East header Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.12 0.2 8.8 

140 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Tube fitting 0.01 $15 -$5.45 0.2 8.8 

57 Compressor cooler Grease nipple, 

plug valve 

0.01 $75 -$41.63 0.2 46.3 

54 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$43.36 0.1 > 50 

37 Compressor bldg Ball valve 0.01 $60 -$32.98 0.1 41.3 

112 Meter bldg Threaded fitting 0.01 $10 -$4.42 0.1 7.0 

56 Compressor cooler Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$43.44 0.1 > 50 

161 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.14 0.1 43.6 

159 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.01 $60 -$33.15 0.1 43.7 

114 Meter bldg Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.22 0.1 44.8 

11 Inlet header Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.54 0.1 11.3 

167 Shallow-cut 3, recycle 

gas 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$57.40 0.1 > 50 

297 Heat medium heater Regulator / 

diaphragm 

0.01 $175 -$101.84 0.1 > 50 

68 Compressor pipe rack Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.97 0.1 > 50 

76 East header Open-ended line 0.01 $100 -$59.06 0.1 16.0 

77 East header Open-ended line 0.01 $100 -$59.17 0.1 > 50 

38 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.01 $10 -$5.22 0.1 > 50 

166 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Gate valve 0.00 $60 -$34.77 0.1 14.0 

53 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.00 $75 -$44.75 0.0 > 50 

14 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.00 $15 -$9.00 0.0 > 50 

Continued … 
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Table II-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by methane emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999 (concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

85 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.00 $15 -$9.00 0.0 > 50 

150 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.00 $100 -$60.00 0.0 > 50 

177 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.00 $5,000 -$3,000.00 0.0 > 50 

1  
The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 

 

 

Table II-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by hydrocarbon emission rate, 

from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service at the gas plant 

during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

296 Deepcut, tower side 

reboiler 

Flange 10.08 $150 $1,417.62 0.82 0.1 

311 North turbine cooler Threaded 

fitting / plug 

2.47 $10 $363.15 0.20 0.0 

79 Storage bullet Gate valve 1.35 $100 $322.78 0.11 0.5 

97 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.80 $60 $190.67 0.07 0.6 

243 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.74 $350 -$2.00 0.06 3.5 

318 Storage bullet Threaded 

fitting 

0.59 $15 $79.08 0.05 0.2 

270 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.57 $190 $48.34 0.05 2.4 

275 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.56 $245 $11.32 0.05 3.2 

257 Deep-cut, regen flow 

controller 

Threaded 

fitting 

0.40 $10 $53.96 0.03 0.2 

279 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.32 $100 $30.94 0.03 2.3 

236 Turbine bldg Flange 0.26 $200 -$81.40 0.02 5.7 

107 Storage bullet Plug valve 0.21 $75 $15.41 0.02 2.6 

248 Turbine bldg, south 

wall 

Gate valve 0.20 $60 $21.05 0.02 2.2 

249 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.18 $60 $15.51 0.01 2.4 

298 South turbine cooler Threaded 

fitting / plug 

0.14 $10 $15.42 0.01 0.5 

96 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.12 $190 -$78.78 0.01 11.2 

99 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.12 $60 -$0.78 0.01 3.5 

278 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$18.53 0.01 5.9 

Continued … 
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Table II-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by hydrocarbon emission rate, 

from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service at the gas plant 

during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

299 South turbine cooler Threaded 

fitting / plug 

0.06 $10 $3.22 0.01 1.2 

91 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

93 Storage bullet Pressure relief 

valve / open-

ended line 

0.05 $214 -$120.65 0.00 30.4 

94 Storage bullet Pressure relief 

valve / open-

ended line 

0.05 $214 -$120.65 0.00 30.4 

106 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

235 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $1,000 -$585.36 0.00 > 50 

240 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $595 -$342.36 0.00 > 50 

242 Turbine bldg Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

250 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $1,000 -$585.36 0.00 > 50 

255 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $120 -$57.36 0.00 17.0 

262 Deep-cut yard Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

264 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$21.36 0.00 8.5 

265 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$21.36 0.00 8.5 

266 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

267 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $100 -$45.36 0.00 14.2 

268 Deep-cut, feed Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

271 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

272 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

273 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

tube 

connection 

0.05 $15 $5.64 0.00 2.1 

274 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

276 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $190 -$99.36 0.00 27.0 

277 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

280 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $100 -$45.36 0.00 14.2 

293 Deep-cut tower Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

294 Deep-cut tower Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

295 Deep-cut tower Threaded 

fitting 

0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

244 Turbine bldg CV 0.05 $282 -$162.45 0.00 46.0 

98 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.04 $60 -$23.66 0.00 10.1 

Continued … 
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Table II-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by hydrocarbon emission rate, 

from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service at the gas plant 

during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

247 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.04 $120 -$61.26 0.00 23.2 

269 Deep-cut, feed Threaded 

fitting 

0.04 $10 -$0.72 0.00 2.1 

301 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.03 $190 -$105.96 0.00 49.1 

111 Storage bullet Threaded 

fitting 

0.03 $10 -$1.79 0.00 2.6 

254 Deep-cut, feed Plug valve, 

sight glass 

0.03 $60 -$28.43 0.00 16.5 

89 Storage bullet Needle valve 0.02 $60 -$30.53 0.00 22.8 

102 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$30.97 0.00 24.8 

253 Deep-cut, feed Plug valve, 

sight glass 

0.02 $60 -$31.39 0.00 27.1 

100 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$31.88 0.00 30.3 

312 North turbine cooler Threaded 

fitting / plug 

0.01 $10 -$3.92 0.00 5.3 

88 Storage bullet Ball valve 0.01 $100 -$57.87 0.00 > 50 

92 Storage bullet Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.91 0.00 > 50 

105 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$33.96 0.00 > 50 

103 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$34.01 0.00 > 50 

104 Storage bullet Threaded 

fitting 

0.01 $10 -$4.94 0.00 10.4 

108 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$34.14 0.00 > 50 

300 South turbine cooler Threaded 

fitting / plug 

0.01 $10 -$5.17 0.00 13.3 

1  
The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 

 

 

Table II-4.  Directly measured emission rates, sorted by hydrocarbon emission rate, from 

identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas plant during the period 

of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Process Unit / Location Description Hydrocarbon 

Emission Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

Compressor 2 Pressure relief valve 30.90 $135 $1,437.64 395.64 0.1 

Compressor 1 Distance piece vent 16.04 $500 $31.32 205.31 0.9 

Compressor 2 Start gas vent 1.05 $500 -$352.99 13.48 13.3 

Tag 314: shallow-cut 1 

desiccant tower 

Pressure relief valve 0.04 $135 -$100.76 0.47 > 50 

Compressor Roof Vent, far NE corner 0.01 $100 -$75.42 0.15 > 50 

Compressor 1 Pressure relief valve 0.00 $135 -$102.45 0.04 > 50 

Compressor 2 Distance piece vent 0.00 $500 -$379.96 0.02 > 50 
1  

The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 
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Appendix III 

 

Measured Emission Rates Sorted by Net Present Value of Repairs  

to Leaking Components 

 

 

Table III-1.  Emission rates from vents and leaking components in natural gas service, sorted by 

cost effectiveness of repairs or changes to the process, at the compressor station 

during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

 Air Compressor 

Installation 

Instrument Gas 702.35 $55,000 $380,129.3

3 

8990.7 0.6 

 Produced Water Tank – 

Slug Catcher 

Vent  509.01 $75,000 $248,616.2

2  

6513.7 1.2 

23 Engine 2 Vent Line Ball Valve 9.24 $190 $2,497.46 118.4 0.2 

1 Outside Booster 

Building 

Pressure Regulator 

Vent 

3.96 $175 $1,254.03 50.6 0.3 

21 Engine 2, Head 4 

(Discharge) 

Valve Cap 9.80 $300 $573.92 125.2 0.2 

34 Engine 1,  Compressor 

1 (Bottom Back) 

Valve Cap 8.20 $300 $451.33 105.0 0.3 

18 Engine 2, 2nd Stage 

Discharge 

Tube Fitting 1.31 $15 $359.79 16.7 0.1 

22 Engine 2, Head 2 Valve Cap 6.82 $300 $345.21 87.5 0.3 

12 Engine 3, Head 1 Valve Cap 6.07 $300 $287.48 77.4 0.4 

26 Separator Building -- 

Orifice Meter 

Pipe Thread 1.97 $15 $285.34 25.2 0.1 

10 Engine 4, Fuel Gas Pressure Regulator 

Vent 

0.97 $175 $229.21 12.5 1.3 

13 Engine 3, Head 1 Valve Cap 4.34 $300 $153.85 55.5 0.5 

27 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.52 $15 $69.41 6.7 0.2 

28 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.50 $15 $65.76 6.4 0.2 

16 Engine 2, 3rd Stage 

Suction 

Tube Fitting 0.25 $15 $60.37 3.1 0.4 

24 Engine 2 Fuel Gas Line Pipe Thread 0.41 $15 $52.41 5.3 0.3 

19 Engine 2, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.33 $15 $39.96 4.2 0.3 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

2 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

4.38 $500 $37.38 56.1 0.8 

25 Separator Building -- 

Orifice Meter 

Pipe Thread 0.29 $15 $34.73 3.7 0.4 

7 Engine 4, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.23 $15 $25.59 3.0 0.5 

Continued … 
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Table III-1.  Emission rates from vents and leaking components in natural gas service, sorted by 

cost effectiveness of repairs or changes to the process, at the compressor station 

during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 (continued) 

Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

29 Separator Building -- 

Dryer Board 

Pipe Thread 0.21 $15 $22.48 2.7 0.5 

6 Engine 4, 2nd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.15 $15 $13.22 1.9 0.7 

32 Separator Building -- 

Near Dryer Board 

Tube Fitting 0.08 $15 $12.51 1.0 1.5 

8 Engine 4, 3rd Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.08 $15 $2.38 1.0 1.5 

9 Engine 4, 1st Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.05 $15 -$1.57 0.6 2.2 

5 Engine 4, 1st Stage 

Scrubber 

Pipe Thread 0.05 $15 -$2.11 0.6 2.4 

30 Separator Building -- 

Contactor 

Pipe Thread 0.03 $15 -$5.33 0.3 4.5 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

3 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

3.75 $500 -$11.44 48.0 1.0 

11 Engine 3, 3rd Stage 

Scrubber 

 Sight Glass Valve 

Packing  

0.05 $75 -$29.52 0.7 10.1 

 Engine 2 , Compressor 

2 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

3.33 $500 -$43.95 42.6 1.1 

 Engine 4, Compressors  

1,3 

Distance Piece, 

Rod Packing 

Combined 

3.04 $500 -$65.75 39.0 1.2 

31 Separator Building -- 

Near Reboiler 

Regulator 0.05 $175 -$88.46 0.6 26.7 

17 Engine 2, Head 1 Unloader 1.66 $400 -$112.31 21.2 1.8 

15 Engine 3, Head 3 Unloader 1.38 $400 -$134.03 17.6 2.1 

4 Boost Engine, 

Compressor 4 

Unloader 1.08 $400 -$156.43 13.9 2.7 

14 Engine 3, Head 3 Valve Cap 0.21 $300 -$164.11 2.6 10.7 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

3 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

1.75 $500 -$165.35 22.4 2.1 

33 Engine 1,  Compressor 

3 Head 

Unloader 0.39 $400 -$210.09 5.0 7.6 

20 Engine 2, Head 4 Unloader 0.24 $400 -$221.32 3.1 12.1 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

1 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

1.01 $500 -$222.26 12.9 3.6 

 Boost Engine Distance Piece/Rod 

Packing 

0.76 $500 -$241.20 9.8 4.8 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

1 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.76 $500 -$241.48 9.8 4.8 

 Engine 2,  Compressor 

4 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.21 $500 -$283.80 2.7 17.5 

Continued … 
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Table III-1.  Emission rates from vents and leaking components in natural gas service, sorted by 

cost effectiveness of repairs or changes to the process, at the compressor station 

during the period of August 30 to September 1, 1999 (concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

 Engine 1,  Compressor 

4 

Distance Piece 

Vent 

0.11 $500 -$291.57 1.4 33.6 

 Engine 1, Compressors 

1,2,3,4 

Rod Packing 8.42 $2,000 -$551.67 107.7 1.7 

 Engine 2, Compressors 

1,2,3,4 

Rod Packing 4.94 $2,000 -$820.26 63.1 3.0 

1  
The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 

 

 

Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

82 Compressor Bldg Lube oil vent – all 

compressor seals 

95.26 $6,000 $3,730.17 1219.7 0.5 

190 Shallow-cut 3, 

switching valve 

Gate valve 4.57 $75 $1,247.38 58.5 0.1 

113 Meter bldg Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

2.88 $75 $767.80 36.8 0.2 

157 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 2.76 $120 $706.69 35.3 0.3 

10 Compressor engine Threaded fitting 4.42 $15 $651.51 56.6 0.02 

224 Turbine compressor Gate valve 1.73 $60 $454.06 22.2 0.3 

216 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 1.11 $75 $267.62 14.2 0.5 

182 Shallow-cut 3 Plug valve 1.14 $150 $232.87 14.6 1.0 

188 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Flange 1.94 $100 $230.43 24.9 0.4 

121 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.84 $60 $200.71 10.7 0.5 

303 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Gate valve 0.90 $100 $194.22 11.5 0.8 

19 Compressor bldg Flange 1.39 $50 $177.32 17.8 0.3 

211 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Flange 1.44 $100 $156.00 18.5 0.5 

123 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Threaded fitting 0.93 $10 $133.01 11.9 0.1 

160 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Orifice meter plate 2.64 $150 $112.91 33.8 0.4 

228 Turbine compressor, 

fuel gas 

Flange 1.31 $150 $106.25 16.8 0.8 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

61 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.47 $60 $97.41 6.0 0.9 

3 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.75 $25 $97.07 9.6 0.2 

221 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.47 $60 $96.23 6.0 0.9 

227 Turbine compressor Threaded fitting 0.65 $10 $90.90 8.3 0.1 

7 Compressor 2 Valve stem 4.17 $400 $80.88 53.4 0.7 

183 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

0.33 $30 $76.35 4.3 0.7 

155 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.42 $75 $72.63 5.3 1.3 

292 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Orifice meter 

greaser 

2.10 $150 $71.31 26.8 0.5 

171 Analyzer building Threaded fitting 0.45 $10 $61.17 5.8 0.2 

170 Analyzer building Threaded fitting 0.43 $10 $58.45 5.5 0.2 

165 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.34 $75 $51.25 4.4 1.6 

164 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

0.34 $75 $51.04 4.4 1.6 

156 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.34 $75 $50.15 4.3 1.6 

126 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.30 $60 $50.11 3.9 1.4 

223 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.29 $60 $46.85 3.8 1.5 

169 Analyzer building Needle Valve 0.28 $60 $41.89 3.5 1.6 

2 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.34 $15 $41.86 4.4 0.3 

334 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Threaded fitting 0.32 $10 $41.33 4.1 0.2 

30 Compressor bldg Flange 0.47 $50 $40.76 6.1 0.8 

75 East header Flange 0.86 $150 $39.34 11.1 1.3 

4 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.34 $25 $36.21 4.4 0.5 

58 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.29 $15 $33.71 3.7 0.4 

180 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Globe valve 0.28 $75 $33.62 3.6 2.0 

154 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.24 $60 $32.37 3.1 1.8 

282 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Threaded fitting 0.21 $10 $25.12 2.7 0.4 

222 Turbine compressor Gate valve 0.21 $60 $23.80 2.7 2.1 

32 Compressor 1 Threaded fitting 0.21 $15 $22.99 2.7 0.5 

60 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.09 $15 $17.10 1.2 1.2 

33 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.09 $15 $16.80 1.2 1.2 

158 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.22 $75 $16.68 2.8 2.5 

6 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.19 $25 $13.32 2.4 1.0 

69 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.15 $15 $13.05 1.9 0.7 

46 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.16 $60 $10.56 2.1 2.7 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

129 Shallow-cut 3, make-up 

gas 

Flange 0.25 $50 $7.75 3.2 1.5 

86 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.11 $15 $6.81 1.4 1.0 

83 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.90 1.2 1.2 

260 Deep-cut yard Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.65 1.2 1.2 

313 West boiler Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $4.65 1.2 1.2 

59 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.05 $15 $4.00 0.6 2.4 

17 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.09 $15 $3.93 1.1 1.3 

9 Compressor 1 Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $3.72 0.8 1.1 

84 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.08 $15 $3.40 1.1 1.3 

290 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $2.47 0.7 1.3 

251 Turbine bldg Threaded fitting 0.06 $10 $2.43 0.7 1.3 

36 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 $0.44 0.6 1.7 

12 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.06 $15 $0.40 0.8 1.8 

48 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 $0.11 0.5 1.8 

64 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.03 $15 -$0.24 0.4 3.6 

63 Compressor bldg Tube fitting 0.03 $15 -$0.36 0.4 3.6 

18 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 -$0.36 0.5 2.0 

125 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Gate valve 0.13 $60 -$0.49 1.6 3.5 

153 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.16 $75 -$0.88 2.0 3.5 

25 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.05 $15 -$2.24 0.6 2.4 

315 Shallow-cut 3  meter 

building 

Threaded fitting 0.02 $10 -$3.23 0.2 4.0 

13 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.04 $15 -$3.46 0.5 3.0 

112 Meter bldg Threaded fitting 0.01 $10 -$4.42 0.1 7.0 

38 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.01 $10 -$5.22 0.1 14.0 

24 Compressor 1 Flange 0.26 $75 -$5.41 3.4 2.1 

52 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.02 $15 -$5.43 0.3 4.6 

140 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Tube fitting 0.01 $15 -$5.45 0.2 8.8 

218 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 0.14 $75 -$6.37 1.7 4.0 

44 Compressor 2 Threaded fitting 0.02 $15 -$6.53 0.2 6.7 

67 East header Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.12 0.2 8.8 

135 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Threaded fitting 0.10 $60 -$7.35 1.3 4.4 

11 Inlet header Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.54 0.1 11.3 

68 Compressor pipe rack Threaded fitting 0.01 $15 -$7.97 0.1 16.0 

14 Utility bldg Threaded fitting 0.00 $15 -$9.00 0.0 > 50 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

85 Compressor pipe rack, 

ESD 

Threaded fitting 0.00 $15 -$9.00 0.0 > 50 

283 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Needle valve – 

open-ended line 

0.09 $60 -$10.20 1.2 4.8 

302 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Needle valve  0.09 $60 -$10.20 1.2 4.8 

152 C-train, west inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.12 $75 -$11.34 1.5 4.6 

143 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.08 $60 -$12.93 1.0 5.4 

128 Shallow-cut 3, make-up 

gas 

Flange 0.11 $50 -$13.25 1.4 3.3 

35 Compressor bldg Threaded fitting 0.10 $50 -$15.59 1.2 3.8 

232 Turbine compressor Needle valve / 

open-ended line 

0.07 $60 -$16.33 0.9 6.3 

234 Turbine compressor Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.35 1.2 4.0 

284 Deep-cut yard Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.35 1.2 4.0 

27 Compressor bldg Flange 0.09 $50 -$16.50 1.2 4.1 

316 Far west header Threaded fitting 0.06 $60 -$17.68 0.8 6.8 

317 Far west header Threaded fitting 0.09 $75 -$18.53 1.2 5.9 

217 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

252 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

285 Shallow-cut 1, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

287 Shallow-cut 1, flare line Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$19.20 1.2 6.0 

20 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$19.87 0.7 7.7 

131 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

0.04 $50 -$19.96 0.5 10.4 

118 Shallow-cut 3, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$20.17 0.7 7.9 

214 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.06 $60 -$20.25 0.7 7.9 

256 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.14 $100 -$21.60 1.7 5.4 

226 Turbine compressor Union 0.05 $50 -$21.84 0.7 6.7 

116 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Flange 0.05 $60 -$22.00 0.6 8.9 

34 Compressor bldg Flange 0.05 $50 -$22.48 0.6 7.3 

213 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$23.11 0.6 9.7 

45 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.04 $60 -$23.71 0.6 10.2 

233 Turbine compressor Flange 0.04 $50 -$24.09 0.5 9.3 

50 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.04 $60 -$24.56 0.5 10.9 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

124 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Gate valve 0.04 $60 -$25.91 0.5 12.4 

39 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.03 $60 -$26.38 0.4 13.0 

231 Turbine compressor Flange 0.11 $75 -$27.86 1.5 4.8 

40 Compressor bldg Needle valve 0.03 $60 -$28.30 0.3 16.2 

41 Compressor 1 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.03 $60 -$28.66 0.3 17.0 

66 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.11 $75 -$28.82 1.4 5.1 

8 Compressor 1 Flange on valve 

stem 

0.11 $75 -$29.07 1.4 5.2 

15 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.19 0.3 18.3 

16 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.19 0.3 18.3 

119 Shallow-cut 3, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$29.92 0.3 20.5 

47 Compressor 2 Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.02 $60 -$30.64 0.2 23.3 

215 Shallow-cut 3, level 

gauge 

Plug valve 0.05 $75 -$31.22 0.6 11.3 

144 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.01 $60 -$32.31 0.2 33.8 

37 Compressor bldg Ball valve 0.01 $60 -$32.98 0.1 41.3 

161 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.14 0.1 43.6 

159 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Plug valve, sight 

glass 

0.01 $60 -$33.15 0.1 43.7 

139 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

0.04 $75 -$33.16 0.5 13.2 

114 Meter bldg Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.22 0.1 44.8 

187 Shallow-cut 3, warm 

switching valve 

Flange 0.18 $100 -$33.81 2.2 4.2 

198 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

219 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

337 Shallow-cut 1, regen 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $100 -$34.20 1.2 8.1 

305 Shallow-cut 3 header Orifice meter plate 0.72 $150 -$34.65 9.2 1.5 

166 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Gate valve 0.00 $60 -$34.77 0.1 > 50 

289 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Grease nipple, plug 

valve 

0.03 $75 -$35.98 0.4 17.3 

194 Shallow-cut 3 bldg Flange 0.06 $75 -$36.69 0.7 9.9 

122 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.08 $100 -$37.89 1.0 9.4 

55 Compressor cooler Grease nipple,  

plug valve 

0.02 $75 -$38.75 0.3 25.0 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

73 Compressor pipe rack Flange 0.14 $100 -$38.82 1.8 5.2 

127 Shallow-cut 3, KO tank Ball valve 0.02 $75 -$38.96 0.3 25.8 

306 Shallow-cut 3 header Ball valve 0.02 $75 -$39.52 0.2 28.5 

117 West header Gate valve 0.07 $100 -$40.92 0.9 10.9 

72 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.02 $75 -$41.45 0.3 23.3 

339 Deep-cut yard Flange 0.12 $100 -$41.51 1.6 6.0 

57 Compressor cooler Grease nipple,  

plug valve 

0.01 $75 -$41.63 0.2 46.3 

130 Shallow-cut 3, scrubber Gate valve 0.06 $100 -$42.47 0.8 11.9 

220 Shallow-cut 3, makeup 

gas 

Ball valve 0.06 $100 -$42.57 0.8 11.9 

95 East header Flange 0.32 $150 -$42.66 4.1 3.5 

90 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$42.84 0.2 38.2 

54 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$43.36 0.1 > 50 

56 Compressor cooler Open-ended line 0.01 $75 -$43.44 0.1 > 50 

120 Shallow-cut 3, regen 

gas scrubber 

Gate valve 0.06 $100 -$43.88 0.7 12.9 

53 Compressor bldg Open-ended line 0.00 $75 -$44.75 0.0 > 50 

286 Shallow-cut 1, inlet 

separator 

Gate valve 0.09 $120 -$46.20 1.2 9.7 

1 Compressor 2 Valve stem 2.47 $400 -$49.68 31.7 1.2 

147 Shallow-cut 3, 

stabilizer feed tank 

Gate valve 0.03 $100 -$50.25 0.4 21.3 

148 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.03 $100 -$50.50 0.4 21.9 

335 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Flange 0.05 $100 -$52.95 0.6 15.6 

336 Shallow-cut 1, 

desiccant tower 

Flange 0.04 $100 -$54.36 0.5 19.5 

193 Shallow-cut 3, MS 

tower switching valve 

Flange 0.04 $100 -$54.60 0.5 20.4 

149 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$55.77 0.2 49.1 

145 Shallow-cut 3, 

horizontal inline 

separator 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$56.40 0.2 > 50 

309 Shallow-cut 1, east 

tower 

Flange 0.02 $100 -$56.74 0.3 33.8 

167 Shallow-cut 3, recycle 

gas 

Gate valve 0.01 $100 -$57.40 0.1 > 50 

76 East header Open-ended line 0.01 $100 -$59.06 0.1 > 50 

77 East header Open-ended line 0.01 $100 -$59.17 0.1 > 50 

150 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.00 $100 -$60.00 0.0 > 50 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

338 Shallow-cut 3 header Flange 0.20 $150 -$60.52 2.5 5.6 

314 Shallow-cut 3 desiccant 

tower 

Pressure relief 

valve 

0.09 $135 -$67.35 1.2 10.9 

142 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Globe valve / 

control valve 

0.04 $130 -$72.36 0.5 25.4 

81 Compressor pipe rack Flange 0.12 $150 -$72.68 1.5 9.5 

281 Deep-cut, dry gas filter Pressure relief 

valve seat 

0.05 $135 -$73.25 0.7 19.2 

304 Shallow-cut 3 header Orifice meter rack 0.22 $150 -$73.29 2.8 5.1 

230 Turbine compressor Ball valve 0.14 $190 -$73.88 1.8 9.8 

74 Compressor bldg Flange on pressure 

relief valve 

0.04 $135 -$75.21 0.5 25.6 

134 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Pressure relief 

valve / open-ended 

line 

0.02 $135 -$77.71 0.3 45.1 

288 Shallow-cut 1, to 

desiccant towers 

Orifice meter plate 0.09 $150 -$82.98 1.2 12.1 

136 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Orifice meter plate 0.03 $150 -$87.46 0.4 33.4 

115 Meter bldg Orifice meter plate 0.03 $150 -$87.63 0.4 35.8 

151 Shallow-cut 3, west 

inlet separator 

Gate valve 0.08 $190 -$91.53 1.0 17.6 

297 Heat medium heater Regulator / 

diaphragm 

0.01 $175 -$101.84 0.1 > 50 

229 Turbine compressor Ball valve 0.03 $190 -$105.42 0.4 46.0 

22 Compressor 1 Valve stem 1.06 $400 -$158.22 13.6 2.8 

199 Shallow-cut 3, scrubber Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.61 $700 -$178.74 20.7 3.2 

5 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.62 $400 -$192.34 7.9 4.8 

168 West inlet building Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.08 $353 -$200.04 1.0 33.0 

43 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.45 $400 -$205.48 5.7 6.6 

49 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.30 $400 -$216.95 3.8 9.8 

28 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.30 $400 -$216.97 3.8 9.8 

23 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.17 $400 -$227.28 2.1 17.8 

31 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.13 $400 -$229.74 1.7 22.1 

307 Shallow-cut 3 header Gate valve 0.45 $595 -$230.49 5.7 9.8 

21 Compressor bldg Vent 0.86 $500 -$234.15 11.0 4.3 

42 Compressor 1 Valve stem 0.07 $400 -$234.68 0.9 42.6 

26 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.05 $400 -$236.26 0.6 > 50 

29 Compressor 2 Valve stem 0.02 $400 -$238.36 0.3 > 50 

259 Deep-cut yard Gate valve 0.09 $500 -$274.20 1.2 40.3 

132 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Vent 0.33 $500 -$274.78 4.2 11.2 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

308 Shallow-cut 3 header Gate valve 0.28 $595 -$276.88 3.6 15.4 

310 Shallow-cut 1 Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.09 $490 -$280.35 1.2 39.5 

141 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Globe valve 0.03 $500 -$290.23 0.4 > 50 

138 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Flange / Globe 

valve 

0.03 $500 -$290.59 0.4 > 50 

137 Shallow-cut 1/2 meter 

bldg 

Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.58 $1,000 -$513.19 7.4 12.7 

238 Compressor bldg Gate valve 0.05 $920 -$538.68 0.6 > 50 

291 Shallow-cut 3 meter 

building 

Butterfly valve / 

control valve 

0.19 $1,190 -$685.54 2.4 46.0 

175 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

8.76 $5,000 -$2,325.67 112.2 4.2 

173 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

6.41 $5,000 -$2,506.76 82.1 5.7 

179 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

5.11 $5,000 -$2,606.51 65.5 7.2 

163 Shallow-cut 3, warm 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

2.67 $5,000 -$2,794.31 34.2 13.8 

197 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.91 $5,000 -$2,852.66 24.5 19.2 

192 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.20 $5,000 -$2,907.67 15.4 30.7 

176 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.15 $5,000 -$2,911.58 14.7 32.0 

201 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

1.09 $5,000 -$2,915.97 14.0 33.7 

205 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.63 $5,000 -$2,951.43 8.1 39.6 

181 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.93 $5,000 -$2,928.55 11.9 > 50 

186 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.49 $5,000 -$2,962.44 6.3 > 50 

210 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.46 $5,000 -$2,964.75 5.9 > 50 

178 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.41 $5,000 -$2,968.31 5.3 > 50 

189 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.38 $5,000 -$2,970.96 4.8 > 50 

162 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.21 $5,000 -$2,983.88 2.7 > 50 

196 Shallow-cut 3, hot 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.16 $5,000 -$2,988.05 2.0 > 50 

Continued … 
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Table III-2.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the 

gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Methane 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

191 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.15 $5,000 -$2,988.23 2.0 > 50 

207 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.14 $5,000 -$2,989.49 1.7 > 50 

212 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.09 $5,000 -$2,992.98 1.2 > 50 

208 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.06 $5,000 -$2,995.57 0.7 > 50 

195 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.10 0.3 > 50 

202 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.64 0.2 > 50 

184 Shallow-cut 3, MS 

tower switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.02 $5,000 -$2,998.71 0.2 > 50 

174 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.01 $5,000 -$2,999.02 0.2 > 50 

177 Shallow-cut 3, cold 

switching valve 

Butterfly valve 

stem 

0.00 $5,000 -$3,000.00 0.0 > 50 

1  
The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 

 

 

Table III-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service 

at the gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

296 Deep-cut, tower side 

reboiler 

Flange 10.08 $150 $1,417.62 0.82 0.1 

311 North turbine cooler Threaded fitting 

/ plug 

2.47 $10 $363.15 0.20 0.0 

79 Storage bullet Gate valve 1.35 $100 $322.78 0.11 0.5 

97 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.80 $60 $190.67 0.07 0.6 

318 Storage bullet Threaded fitting 0.59 $15 $79.08 0.05 0.2 

257 Deep-cut, regen flow 

controller 

Threaded fitting 0.40 $10 $53.96 0.03 0.2 

270 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.57 $190 $48.34 0.05 2.4 

279 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.32 $100 $30.94 0.03 2.3 

248 Turbine bldg, south 

wall 

Gate valve 0.20 $60 $21.05 0.02 2.2 

Continued … 
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Table III-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service 

at the gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (continued). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

249 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.18 $60 $15.51 0.01 2.4 

298 South turbine cooler Threaded fitting 

/ plug 

0.14 $10 $15.42 0.01 0.5 

107 Storage bullet Plug valve 0.21 $75 $15.41 0.02 2.6 

275 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.56 $245 $11.32 0.05 3.2 

273 Deep cut, expander feed 

tank 

Tube 

connection 

0.05 $15 $5.64 0.00 2.1 

299 South turbine cooler Threaded fitting 

/ plug 

0.06 $10 $3.22 0.01 1.2 

242 Turbine bldg Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

262 Deep-cut yard Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

268 Deep-cut, feed Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

271 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

293 Deep-cut tower Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

295 Deep-cut tower Threaded fitting 0.05 $10 $1.75 0.00 1.4 

269 Deep-cut, feed Threaded fitting 0.04 $10 -$0.72 0.00 2.1 

99 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.12 $60 -$0.78 0.01 3.5 

111 Storage bullet Threaded fitting 0.03 $10 -$1.79 0.00 2.6 

243 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.74 $350 -$2.00 0.06 3.5 

312 North turbine cooler Threaded fitting 

/ plug 

0.01 $10 -$3.92 0.00 5.3 

104 Storage bullet Threaded fitting 0.01 $10 -$4.94 0.00 10.4 

300 South turbine cooler Threaded fitting 

/ plug 

0.01 $10 -$5.17 0.00 13.3 

278 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.09 $75 -$18.53 0.01 5.9 

264 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$21.36 0.00 8.5 

265 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $60 -$21.36 0.00 8.5 

98 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.04 $60 -$23.66 0.00 10.1 

254 Deep-cut, feed Plug valve, 

sight glass 

0.03 $60 -$28.43 0.00 16.5 

106 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

266 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

294 Deep-cut tower Gate valve 0.05 $75 -$30.36 0.00 10.6 

89 Storage bullet Needle valve 0.02 $60 -$30.53 0.00 22.8 

102 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.02 $60 -$30.97 0.00 24.8 

253 Deep-cut, feed Plug valve, 

sight glass 

0.02 $60 -$31.39 0.00 27.1 

100 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$31.88 0.00 30.3 

92 Storage bullet Needle valve 0.01 $60 -$33.91 0.00 > 50 

Continued … 
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Table III-3.  Hi-Flow
TM

 Sampler measured emission rates, sorted net present value of repairs to 

leaking components, from identified leaking components in natural gas liquid service 

at the gas plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999 (concluded). 
Tag 

# 

Process Unit Component Hydrocarbon 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions 

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

105 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$33.96 0.00 > 50 

103 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$34.01 0.00 > 50 

108 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.01 $60 -$34.14 0.00 > 50 

267 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $100 -$45.36 0.00 14.2 

280 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $100 -$45.36 0.00 14.2 

255 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $120 -$57.36 0.00 17.0 

88 Storage bullet Ball valve 0.01 $100 -$57.87 0.00 > 50 

247 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.04 $120 -$61.26 0.00 23.2 

96 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.12 $190 -$78.78 0.01 11.2 

236 Turbine bldg Flange 0.26 $200 -$81.40 0.02 5.7 

276 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $190 -$99.36 0.00 27.0 

301 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.03 $190 -$105.96 0.00 49.1 

93 Storage bullet Pressure relief 

valve / open-

ended line 

0.05 $214 -$120.65 0.00 30.4 

94 Storage bullet Pressure relief 

valve / open-

ended line 

0.05 $214 -$120.65 0.00 30.4 

91 Storage bullet Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

272 Deep-cut, expander 

feed tank 

Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

274 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

277 Deep-cut, feed Gate valve 0.05 $245 -$132.36 0.00 34.8 

244 Turbine bldg CV 0.05 $282 -$162.45 0.00 46.0 

240 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $595 -$342.36 0.00 > 50 

235 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $1,000 -$585.36 0.00 > 50 

250 Turbine bldg Gate valve 0.05 $1,000 -$585.36 0.00 > 50 
1  

The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 
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Table III-4.  Directly measured emission rates, sorted by net present value of repairs to leaking 

components, from identified leaking components in natural gas service at the gas 

plant during the period of October 3 to 8, 1999. 
Process Unit / Location Description Hydrocarbon 

Emission 

Rate  

(10
3
 m

3
/y) 

Estimated 

Repair 

Cost ($) 

Net Present 

Value of 

Repair ($)
1
 

CO2E 

Emissions  

(t CO2E/y) 

Payout 

Period 

(years) 

Compressor 2 Pressure relief valve 30.90 $135 $1,437.64 395.64 0.1 

Compressor 1 Distance piece vent 16.04 $500 $31.32 205.31 0.9 

Compressor Roof Vent, far NE corner 0.01 $100 -$75.42 0.15 > 50 

Tag 314: Shallow-cut 1 

desiccant tower 

Pressure relief valve 0.04 $135 -$100.76 0.47 > 50 

Compressor 1 Pressure relief valve 0.00 $135 -$102.45 0.04 > 50 

Compressor 2 Start gas vent 1.05 $500 -$352.99 13.48 13.3 

Compressor 2 Distance piece vent 0.00 $500 -$379.96 0.02 > 50 
1  

The presented costs do not account for the expense of finding and evaluating these reduction 

opportunities and therefore are potentially low. 
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Appendix IV 

 

Basic Component Repair Costs and Mean Repair Life 

 

 

Table IV-1.  Summary of repair costs and mean life of repair for equipment components 

in natural gas and non-methane hydrocarbon service. 
Source Category Size (inches) Basic 

Repair Cost 

($/source) 

Mean Repair 

Life 

(years) 

Compressor Seals Reciprocating - 500 1 

Centrifugal - 500 1 

Compressor Valve Stems All - 400 1 

Flanges All 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 2.5 

3 - 4 

6 - 8 

10 - 14 

16 - 20 

24 - 30 

32 

25 

50 

75 

100 

150 

200 

300 

400 

2 

Lube Oil Vent - - 6000 1 

Open-Ended Lines All 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

60 

75 

100 

120 

190 

245 

350 

500 

595 

2 

Orifice Meters All - 150 1 

Other Meters All - 150 5 

Regulators All - 175 5 

Relief Valves Flanged 1 

1.5 

2 

2.5 

3 

4 

6 

8 

124 

130 

135 

146 

180 

214 

253 

290 

2 

Threaded 0.5 - 0.75 

1 – 2 

2.5 

3 

4 

79 

84 

95 

107 

135 

2 

Continued … 
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Table  IV-1.  Summary of repair costs and mean life of repair for equipment components 

in natural gas and non-methane hydrocarbon service (continued). 
Source Category Size (inches) Basic 

Repair Cost 

($/source) 

Mean Repair 

Life 

(years) 

Threaded Connections Pipe Thread 0.125 - 0.75 

1 - 2.5 

3 - 4 

6 - 8 

10 - 14 

16 - 20 

24 - 30 

32 

10 

15 

25 

50 

100 

150 

200 

300 

2 

Union 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 2.5 

3 - 4 

50 

100 

150 

2 

Tubing Connections All 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 2.5 

15 

25 

4 

Valves Ball 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

60 

75 

100 

120 

190 

245 

350 

500 

595 

780 

4 

Butterfly 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

120 

150 

200 

240 

380 

490 

700 

1000 

1190 

1560 

2 

Check 2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

100 

120 

160 

200 

275 

4 

Control 2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

130 

141 

177 

282 

353 

459 

560 

2 

Continued … 
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Table IV-1.  Summary of repair costs and mean life of repair for equipment components 

in natural gas and non-methane hydrocarbon service (concluded). 
Source Category Size (inches) Basic 

Repair Cost 

($/source) 

Mean Repair 

Life 

(years) 

Valves Gate 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

20 

60 

75 

100 

120 

190 

245 

350 

500 

595 

780 

920 

100 

4 

 

Globe 1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

75 

100 

120 

190 

245 

350 

500 

4 

Grease Nipple on 

Plug Valve 

No size 

3 

4 - 6 

8 - 12 

14 - 16 

50 

30 

50 

75 

100 

4 

Needle 0.125 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

60 

75 

100 

4 

Orbit 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

60 

75 

100 

120 

190 

245 

350 

500 

595 

780 

4 

Plug 0.5 - 0.75 

1 - 1.5 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

60 

75 

120 

150 

200 

255 

300 

394 

480 

4 

Switching All sizes 5000 1 

Vents All - 500 1 
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